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Foreword
The Institute of Hydrology is the UK's leading centre for hydrological research and one
of the most prestigious hydrological research organisations in the world. The Institute
has celebrated its 25;11 anniversary w:th an excellen: year This annual report contains
full details of its scientific programmes and highlights of its achievements.
I succeeded Professor Bernard Tinker as NERC Director of Terresthal and 'r'reshwiiie:
Sciences towards the end of the'year under report: I should like to acknowledge the skill
and wisdom that he has shown in steering TFSD through some difficult times. I have
inherited a strong science and :nanagernent base on which to build. I have spent much
of my first few months at NBC In seerng at first hand the research within the
Directorate. This has been immensely enjoyable and I am greatly impressed by the
quality and vat iew of the reseiirch whe:her undertaken on :he Sc:ence Budget or for :he
w:de range of customer orgamsanons.
A strong featine of the Directorate's research is the degree of multidiscipEnanty.
interdisciplwarity and collabor anon This collaboration is strong not only within the
Directorate's own establishments (the Institute of Freshwater Ecology. the Institute of
Hydrology. the Institute of Terrestrial Ecology the Institute of Virology and
Environmeni Miciobiology. the Centre for Population Biology (Imperial College). :he
Unit of Behavioural Ecology (Oxford University). the Unit of Comparative Plan; Ecology
(Sheffield University)) but also with other Institutes and Universities This collaboration is
strongly encouraged through Communny Progra:nmes sucE as TIGER CI eriestrliii
Initiative in Global Environmental Research) and LOIS (Land Ocean Interaction Study)
Professor C Arme
Director of Terrestrial and Freshwater Sciences
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Introduction
The Institute of Hynficiogy was established on
1 April 1958. Together with present and former
institute s taff i was delighted to hold an event at
the end of this reporting year to celebrate the
eroanisation s 25th Anniversary. The insfitutefi
predecessor. the Hydrological Research Unit, had
some 50 staff Over the years the Lnstitute's national
and international reputation has grown steadAy,
and we now have around 200 staff and are recog-
nised as one of the most presfigious hydroloatcal
research bodies in the world.
The past year 1992/93 has been an excellent
culmination to the quarter century. OM- scientific
programme is vibrant, as shown by the full listing
of the year's research projects (Appendix 4), and
by the output of published papers. commussioned
reports, software and instrumentation (Appendix
3). These achievements are only possible through
the skill and unstinting dedication of all my
colleagues.
Rather than describing the detailed progress in all
areas of our science, for this Annual Report I have
selected eleven themes, each with an important
environmental issue to which hydrological
research can make a major contribution and where
we have made good scientific progress. This
approach provides an opporrunity to describe the
wide range of multi-disciplinary skills which need
to be brought to bear to advance knowledge in an
environmental area. The themes draw together
research that we are undertaking on behalf of
government departments, the National Rivers
Authority, private industry and other clients,
alongside work funded from the Science Budget.
It is always gratifying when the Institute's contribu-
tion to science is publicly recognised and this year
I am pleased to report two notable achievements
Firstly I teamed that Dr Pam Naden was awarded
the Tison Prize at the International Association of
Hydrological Sciences (1AHS) General AsseMbly
to be held inYokohama during July 1.993. The prize
is given for an outstanding paper published in an
IAI-IS publication by a person under 41. Dr Naden's
paper was concerned with  Spatial variability in flood
estimation  for  large catchments.
Secondly, the River Flow Forecasting System
(REFS) developed under the leadership of Mr Bob
Moore by the Institute of Hydrology in partnership
with Logica Industry irld for the National Rivers
Authority, was awarded a Bdtish Computer Society
Medal as an outstanding project. RFFS is the first
cenintised cychmeni-independent real-tirne flow
forecasting system to he applied to basin-wide
flood warning and water management in the UK. It
is now used operationally on the Yorkshire rivers.
Our strong science programme would not be
possible without the suppon of a firmMindingbase.
In this respect the Institute has had another
excellent year. It may be seen from Appendix 1
that our income has risen in real terms by 10%.
This continues the growth in income which
commenced in 1989/90 and represents an increase
in real terms of 50% over the past four years.
For several years now there have been accom-
modation problems on our Wallingford Site. This
has been exacerbated by the growth in our staff
numbers to match the demand for our research
over the past four years. The problem has been
met through the provision of temporary accom-
mod.ation on site. This can only be a short-term
solution and during the year, with the encourage-
ment of our Council. a proposal to extend our
building has been developed.
A new extension would give us the opportunity to
regroup some of our staff and develop a much
higher profile with the creation of a National
Water Information Centre and a National
Hydrosciences Library. The Hydrogeological
Group of the British Geological Survey share the
site with us and this would be a joint venture.
Outline proposals for this new accommodation are
given in Appendix 10.
In 1981 the Institute of Hydrology established the
Kirkton and Monachyle experimental catchments
in Scotland. These are run from a small office and
laboratory at Balquhidder. In recent years the
institute has become involved in a much wider
range of hydrological research in Scotland and in
September of this year we opened an Institute of
Hydrology (Scotland) office on the innovation Park
at Stirling University. This will give the Institute's
staff in Scotland a more central and accessible
location.
Almost every aspect of the Institute's research
work involves computing. Our facilities have been
greatly enhanced this year by the installation of a
distributed UNIX-based system. Storage has been
Mcreased by a factor of ten and processing power
sorne one-hundred-fold_ The new networking
arrangements make these facilities available to our
ScientiSts throughout the site.
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Together with the large range of high capaciy PCs,
work stations and portable machines, this puts us
in an excellent position to advance most of our
hydrological analysis, databases and models
However as part of a number of new research
programmes, such as the GEWEX* Continental
International Project (GOLF) and the Land Ocean
Lnteraction Study (LOIS), the Institute is developing
distributed models at a large catchment or basin
scale and linking these to atmospheric or marine
models. These will require computing power an
order or more greater in magnitude than we
currently have at Wallingford. We are exploring a
means of providing a supercomputing facility in
order to respond to this exciting scientific
challenge.
Finally, I must make reference to the Government's
While Paper Realising our Poteneial - a Strategy for
Science, Enaineering and Tedmology which was
presented to Parliament in May 1993. i fully support
the policy that scientific and technological research
must contribute more effectively to national pros-
perity and to improvements in the quality of hfe. I
ha.ve demonstrated through this and previous
2
ILl staff celebrated the Institute a], 7 1st 1993
* Global Energy & Water Experiment (GEVVEXI
anenuat reports, that we are already well advanced
in this respect in that the Institute of Hydrology:
• has a well-founded programme of hydrological
research that is addressing both UK and global
issues:
• has developed — and continues to develop —
scientific techniques that are essential not only
to the hydrological sciences but have wider
application. i.e. they are generic in nature.
• has built many effective bridges between our
science and the end user: technology transfer
is a fundamental element in Our Mission:
• has made significant advances with its
scientinc achievements over the past year
which are contributing to wealth creation.
There is, however, no place for complacency and
I will ensure that the institute makes a substantial
contribution to the Government's Technology
Foresight irdtiative.
Brian •Wilkinson
Director
The global perspective
Figure I Potential tempera-
tu.re and wind-speed fields
for West Affica; output from
the mesa-scale model for a
HalPEX-Sahei "golden day'
(10 October I 9921
Every Division in the Institute of Hydrology
is involved in researching hydrological
aspects of global environmental change.
This strong emphasis is explained by the
pervasive role of the hydrological cycle in
the processes of global environmental
change: climate change and the green-
house effect, desertification and dryland
degradation, pollution of water bodies and
catchments, and deforestation.
Intense research interest at Ili is matched
by involvement in external programmes.
On the national level, collaboration with
the UK Meteorological Office's Hadley
Centre for Climate Predication and Research
is aimed at model improvement, and the
office of the TIGER (Terrestrial Initiative in
Environmental Research) community
progranune is located at the  Wallingford
site. Internationally,  IH hosted meetings of
the World Climate Programme - Water and
the NATO Special Programme for the
Science of Global Envir-onmental Change.
Individual scientists too are active in
Land surface processes
The Institute is developing new models of land
surface Processes. These descriptions, termed Soil
Vegetation Atmesphere Transfer (SVAT) schemes,
allow simultaneous calculation of energy exchange
between the land surface ang the atmosphere, and
phase change through evaporation and transpira-
tion. An important characteristic of SVATs is their
ability to cope with heterogeneity and scale
international programmes, e.g. IDNDR,
WCP, GEWEX, GCIP, EFEDA, BOREAS and
IGBP (see Appendix 11).
Research into the global environment is
focused at the land surface, where the
vertical and horizontal redistribution of
water and energy takes place, where
water is important in the carbon and other
cycles, and where climate change impacts
on water resources will be felt.
The sixth planning meet= of the World Climate
Programme -Water was held at IH from 1-5 March 1993
changes. Ideally they are calibrated against
observations from field campaigns and remote
sensing. Computer code has to be optimised for
efficient running within the framework of General
Circulation Models (GCM5), where SVATs provide
the lower boundary.
A notable achievement has been th.e development
of the MITRE model, This collaboration between
IH and the Hadley Centre incorporates the most
up-to-date data sets and understanding of
processes. MiTRE m being implemented in the
Meteorological Office's new 'Unified Model",
designed for both weather forecasting and climate
prediction,
Another SVAT development has been the sparse
canopy model, calibrated using data from the
HAPEX-Sahel campaign in Niger, West Africa. Such
terrain is representative of large areas in low
latitudes where .bare soil and vegetation coexist
on a scale of tens of metres, providing an intriguing
and difficult surface to model, the bare soil
dominates the heat exchange and the vegetation
controls evaporation. On a larger scale, the repres-
entation of the complex mosaic of land cover types
within, a single CCM grid cell, typically hundreds
of Icilometres across, is a difficult challenge for
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hydrologists The fine mesh data collected during
PEX Sahel has allowed a nit:ma-conk version of
the Unified Model to be developed for West itipieg
under a joint project with Reading University and
the Meteorological Office Figme t is an example
cif Tina model chthafl i I iS mmling impoPant
insight into interactions between hatches of differ-
ent vegetation mad sod water. An example is the
forest breeze ' caused by differences in ihe neat
balance which develops around areas of vegetation 
 
0Such imerachans typify phenomena on a smaller
scale than the 0CM grid, but •.J.Those ffects need
to be aggi egatcd into la, no scale SVATs Aggreg-
ation strategies canqe from using a single set oti
parameter s to rem esent grid catt to complex sub:-
models describing vegetation cover independ-
ently but uftowing rot niteraction The tueso -scale
model will help to explme this range to arrive at
the simplest adequate description of the system
Macromodel
Current OCMs inadequately describe ihe horizon-
tal moyemems Dt water noin a grid coil to its
neighbours at ground level Macromociel research
anticipates a tutu' e generation •of CCids in which
nver and aquifer flows are modelled explicitly. This
TIGER programme ant. hy involves 1H and
university grolif3 HiNewcastle imperial: Collects
and University College Landon
The development of a nmicromodel requires a
fundamentally new inurrninniicil Most traditional
hydrological models are designed simply to
replicate observed runoft at a catchment scale
(usually less than 1030 km th and rely heavily on
calibration to achieve this end However the
context in which macromodels are being devel-
oped requires that the model be capable of
automatic operation at any poim on the earth's
surface, using globally available data from
cartographic sources nr remote slanting, with
tuning of model parameters Furthermore
not only runoff is requited of Mac/on:ode] but also
vertical fluxes and effective linkages with eco-
logical processes
The key issue is ono of scam 0CliTs currently
operate on a gi id scale of more Man COnanil,
,%filniunnn :ilyn nil mid enzlogical winabfilus
tom)  a  at scales- nil  nrUS Man I tirn 'Thus mothces
have to he de:microst •hich will operate at :he
larger scale hut which wilt also accommodate
unpoHant sot -grid variability At tint smaller soaje,
work pas focused on ine characterisation of
hilislopes using topography. land use and anliti
type The hinslopes me regarded as fundamental
units for iunotf generation and :parameter sets are
currently being sought At the larger scale, a
method for river routing has been developed and
is Illustrated here Ushig observed small catchment
flows to obtain We (reiterated runoff The routing
1000  
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60 90 120
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model uses the network width function wlaich
dean ibes the sputini fosinons of ampped river
chamiels as a Mot nt the number. cif sr: !chnnnals
against distance frolin ite.niint on finiction
is used in conjunction d i•-:•leal routing scheme
Figure 2 shred- the uilin !finance of rival mulling uti
daily flow simulation in the Severn busin faround
le 000 knv ) Simply Hi:Inning the amlerdieg minoEf
produces peaks which arc' Ion large and tau early:
routing educes die pea ho ilriH .r:Et'rtihes [he timing
The routing scheme adopted has two major
advantages First, because the scheme is linear,
the basin can he subdivided on the basis of
geology, ratniali sque t es DE othel appropnate
units and the runoff generated within each unit
routed Pack:pendently to tile basin mittet u futures
the hilislope analysis will be used to define
hydrologically homogeneous areas within a husin
and the hillslope model used to generate the
associated runoff, Thet sec:and advantage is that,
for the catchments so far =sir lered. the routing
has been shown to be iude:pendent of niap scale.
i. e. unaffected by whether the network width
function is ner iven non: 1 50 000 map theets
from the muck cod': ser I .2 SU, Onn /naps This
flociing is import2n! a: appglng tne models tat areas
of the gMbe »si piss)) in
These macanhoodet
-developments welc enaisarms
Entiatay in the content of clIti:of ism have
also been motivated by other cancel na manage-
ment of continental-scale river baths impacts ch
climate change on waler resom ces ecclog [cal
impacts and changhN biogoochOrrlient balances
SVATs and Macrornodel are only us good as the
field observations thut lead to thsir mathematical
— Observed flow
 Summed flow 
Routed flow
190 180
Figure 2  Ina  sIgn.
njirseu ec:suish
Figure 3
form andprovide their calibration. Great emphasis
has been placed by modellers on the more explicit
representation of spatial heterogeneity. This trend
has influenced the types of field exit:mime:a that
have been run.
The ABRACOS (Anglo Brazilian Amazonian Climate
Observation Study) project has collected data on
evaporation, heat flux and soil moisture from a
forest clearing near Manaus in central Amazonia.
The data have been used to calibrate the land
surface sub-model of the UK Meteorological Office
GCM at the Hadley Centre. The climate effects of
deforestation are to be estimated from simulation
experiments run with land surface
parametePsations. calibrated against field data for
the existing forest in the control run and for the
pasture which replaces it in the deforested run
Simultaneous measurements of evaporation from
rainforest and grass have been made for the Ms:
time at a pair of sites closer to the edge of the
Amazon Basin. These sites suffer longer and more
severe dry: seasons. Comparison of the response
of the different vegetation types to increasing soil
moisture deficit shows that the greater rooting
depth of the forest acts to maintain high •levels of
transpiration through the dry season; whereas
grasslmnd transpiration is reduced. It is effects such
as these which feed back to produce systematic
changes to weather patterns and thus the climate.
An extensive international programme involving
about 30 teams from Europe and the USA carried
u:..yseuE
lies long been lict own P!ant cilowth respor
booilively to increased a.. punts of ca ri Mal dioxide
In the athtosphere There is intle direct in:es-ma:ion
hearreirei resp anse at me ecosystem lerea
CIDTBN is probably the woridb largest excen
ment in a glasshouse using double-CO : itisbeing
led by Ili and funded by the EC Two giant gameen-
houses in southern Norway af e equipped to
evaluate the effect of CO enrichment over an entme
headwater catchment The mmosicherle CC within
the greenhouse is enriched from the 355 ppm
usually present to 560 :Dom (double the pre
Industrial level) and the air temperature is raised
by 5 degrees Celsius above ambient The hi
interest is in the effects on drainage water cpatity
and biogeochemmal cycling, other partners in the
consortium will be studying biological responses
Impacts of climate change
It is prudent to assess now the possible impacts of
climate change on water resources. even though
predictions of future climate are very uncertMm.
Past studies at IF! and elsewhere have investigated
the impacts on water quantity and quality, many
based on the Department of the Environment's
climate change scentaios. Their results provided
Figure 4 Muasuminent cif energy and I vdter balance !br
city/and vineyard in La Mancha, Spain, dugng EFEDA
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•he basis for a mint IIMInslitute of Freshwater
neology repeat to the frimormi Rivers Aufnerity
ftstRA) room:earring the imolicalions ot climate
chande to theft operatiorm and their research
roguirements The approach was to consider me
sensitivity of such NRA functions as water
resompes. flood defence . fisheries and navigation
.a bange of hydroclimatic changes including
rinalusil. au.nefi. gromodyearer fora water am:aisle*
within the NR.A. a.dvocates the cievelopinent
policy statements tor these areas of activity.
mhids MBeratimai of cite it:thigh. funded by me
rem gilder twohugs winch emerged mom Met OEM
study have potential significance hal tytter
resource pitliming MI stay. the effects of a given
change in climate vary consitlrably between
cdtchments within a region Secondly the shin tor
ine eeriest (get winch grahams aue assephor
change scenario For example, sumnaer season
flows frequently exhibit a greater oerconiage
change than :annual runoff Figuie 5 shows the
percentage change in monthly aunoll two
ripple.' es. aporatign igglied winter tarafall anil no
change in slimmer rainfall The Greta is ati tlphiad
Catchment and the big restUction m Apr it ri oces
largehy reflects a reduced contribution from
rasswanelt in a wannea limn.: The Amnon:: di a
lowland shrohment in an area -where onnuat
potential ettidt,01-allon is alleficly close to annual
rainfall
A parallel sib iv Ps DOE artinessed tine font:annoy
s,yer c0C-; t taina annete cnansim avieln
so -I-into:titan modeis viere lit- 71;:h scenarios ha
changes in iVel flows AM vttater thairmentature.
Changes in water quality were tourrier io vary
so:insider able inetrepan astrumica atel nystween
cydriimeente der-sends:1g on me: ti rectse Chiliad; and
tree:odic:at c l i a t acteristics ui tite..sigisphatyis
water. teroppiantres affeg tho ate of tea Fats
chemical processes, such as nitrification and
ramtatt ang etrap02 anon
hniate ohampi alsb has conserinences Ina talten net-
eatatptatiee ana at tsed aduifearnster systems to
degree to whitha different legions of the country
display dillereail sensitivity to changed climates.
iihe appi oach was Le run a hydrological Pi-nut:instil
model tyltit iverturbed input climates The mildy
inonseal on tanoninty sis-F-At tat Oaf( ;Pad toned that tige
south and h ti tttt or Britain the driest part — was
generally tine roost sensitive to changes in rainfall
and potential evaporation.
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Watching water from space:
microwave remote sensing
Until recently, cloud cover has been a
major factor limiting the use of airborne
instruments for hydrological observations,
but satellites carrying microwave sensors
can now monitor changes on the Earth's
surface on a regular and predictable basis.
This presents a tremendous opportunity for
hydrologists at a time when research is
extending beyond traditional river catch-
ment studies to address problems of hydro-
logical change occurring on regional and
global scales.
Hydrological measurements of variables such as
rainfall or evaporation have traditionally been taken
at a single point, and spatial averages derived from
them using a range of techniques. More recently.
portable data loggers have made it possible to
sample much more frequently but the relatively
high cost of instrumentation. has severely limited
our ability to sample as widely as we would like. II
is to this aspect of wide areal coverage that remote
sensing has so much to offer.
The global water cycle is now recognised as being
a key component controlling the Earth's energy
circulation as a result of atmospheric transport.
latent and radiative heating. and through redistrib-
ution of water over the surface Current studies
are bentred on scaling up our knowledge of
hydrological processes based on point measure-
ments to provide physically-based estimates of
hydrological variables at scales suitable for input
to regional and global models of energy transfer
(see  The global perspective).  'Microwave remote
sensing  is  playing an important part in the provision
of data suitable for this scaling-up using the
European Space Agency Sal- 1 satellite radar.
The microwave pad of the electromagnetic spect-
rum used for remote sensing covers a much
broader range than is available in either the visible
or infrared wavebands. This allows considerable
flexibility in matching sensor desffm to observa-
tion requirement. For example, at low frequencies
(long wavelengths) microwaves can penetrate
cloud, rain, dry snow and vegetation to provide
information on the underlying soil, whilst at high
frequencies, precipitation can be measured as a
result of microwave emission and scattering from
falling rain. By measuring at more than one
frequency or polarisation, further information on
surface interactions can be obtained.
Two main tyTes of Microwave sensor are available
radiometers, which measure the natural emission
of energy from a surface as a function of its
temperature and emissivity, and radars, which
illuminate their target with a beam of microwave
energy and record the backscaltered signal. For
most hydrological applications, wavelengths of
several centimetres are used in both passive and
active sensors. For radiometers on satellites, phys-
ical limitations on antenna size currently limit,
available ground resolution to around 100 km.
whilst satellite radars can resolve targets on the
ground which are only 10-20 m apart. Conse-
quently, radiometers are better suited for data
collection at the continental-global scale, whilst
radars are more appropriate for measurement at
the river catchment-regional scale. A combination
of active and passive microwave remote sensing
is likely to be required to describe surface
variability over the full range of scales
Surface soil moisture applications
Soil moisture content exerts an important control
on the transfer of energy and water at the land
surface For most parts of the land surface, the
availability of soil moisture determines the rate of
evaporation, as well as controlling the development
of vegetation. The surface soil layer is where the
largest changes in moisture take place and fins
strongly influences energy exchange This is also
the region which is detected by remote sensing.
Changes in surface soil moisture affect the dielec-
tric properties of the soil which, at microwave
frequencies, directly affect its emitting and
backscattering properties. The EFS-1 Synthetic
Aperture Radar (SAF) is well configured to detect
these changes, but field validation to determine
the effects, primarily of vegetation,  was  required.
Under a NENC) Special Topic: Gran7 lest shoe in
the U7K and 1n the Republic of Niger were Unod to
eyamme the portOrnt--)nr, RS- I OSAR undies
predominantly wei and psedominmilly
conditions
The test arou i1 Sonfoern Niger was- st the HASEK-
Sineisouthen-i super-site. tun setuthseasi of the
capital Nuaritiv. o 3 i o_ i -
generally SSSCi lor auriculturci. Throe main types
of vegetation were present: millet orbps, fallow
sayarman. widelymodoed shrubs with tall
id. asses:: asul Open de(tbstml (shest •(sgsggi: timidity
Instrumented to mormes CrIcELgrrs in pronie sod
Inc:1stare cliti rind t he trancilionts between Oily season
(October IC 7/lety) and wet (lime to September) At
t•e •ime of satellite over:hisses. soil niolifiLn'S
use newly :developed 17-: Sid face Clappottance
insertion [hobo (SOMM and comismisel with
vegetation MOiSture and biomass dab]. Figure 7
shows the mean son moistule and vegetation
ibruntiouti, on days wucin thil73-1 doaues wet e
acquired during 1992.
bight e 8 is o time-stenes composite of 3 FPS- I SAP
images acquired in May, July and August which
enables the nisin vegetation types to he discerned
and shows two transecia. the most northerly
pacamg locuMi d 297h x 21s 7ist :areMahn e whitch
is tine ICESKT agdoultural rocearch Mon, TI-ds
itn area of high radar badirsomter which results
Isom mechanically ploughed plots which are not
Luna En nit, r. urrounctiiici pgusitiftural archline
i•insect semb tritycelops both tiger buds tinst
uncured lanc .
sjrure q sippss the machr hL101cSOsttIer his
southerly irons:sot for each ot tour satopte
il snows duo he oriest vegemtion spars:, oondi
in May I distil:me the lefiveud backsoat tbs. Whilst
[tie wettest (mtuf ace) conch] tons ni August produ.00
the highest. The intermediate months of July and
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River flooding
Caokscatter. Outlying points correspond to dates
when vegetation moisture and bulk densiny were
above or below the meant aoreeing with other
research findings that the presence of vegetation
reduce the sensitivity of radar barkscatter to sod
moisture. Better. intercomparisons should come
from soil moisture data normalised in terms of field
capacity, whilst data from different vegetadon and
roughness regimes should enable simple back-
scatter models to separate more specifically the
effects of soil moisture.
Each year, river and coastal flooding results in
major loas of life and property worldwide. Most
significant of the major flood events experienced
in 1993 were those in Bangladesh, northern India
and Nepal which resulted in over 3,000 deaths.
whilst those in the Mississippi basin resulted in
property losses in excess of 510 billion Information
on basin-wide floodwater extent is required both
in the short term for the direction of relief efforts to
areas of greatest need, and in the longer tenn for
Lmproving the performance of basin-scale rainfall/
nmoff models through the pronsion of floodwater
storage data and the location of key points
controlling river flow.
In the past, satellite observation of floods have been
hampered by clouds and high resolution data have
not been available in near real-time. Initial tests in
the UK have shown that synthetic aperture radar
data from the ERS- I satellite can overcome most
of the imaging problems associated with river
flooding, whilst the fast delivery processing system
operating from the European Space Agency Kiruna
receiving station in Sweden. has demonstrated the
feasibility of processing and distributing satellite
FAR images in near real-time. What is now needed
is satellite repeat coverage every few days to
enable flood events to be adequately monitored
and this should become feasible in 1995 following
the launch of the Canadian Radarsat satellite.
On 4th December 1992, a l-in-5-year flood event
on the River Thames was observed by the ERS-1
SAR, Within this single ERS-1 image, flooding was
observed along 400 km of mainstream and
tributaries from the headwaters of the Thames to
,Iski_112 of London. As a mean
y te SÆR cc iffererstate t;sed-
malastreams withn :WC, hours ilne case.
enois of Oxford The pro
OM the aeal photographs was
er those derived from the ERS-i SAE
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the aerial photographs
float
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Figure 11  Aenalphoworaph offloodino near  Oxfonl
used for  palicialion  ERS-1 saieffite radar image
Figure 13 is an extract of the ERS-I SAR image
acquired on 4 December 1992. In general. the
floodwater is quite well defined as a dark area of
low radar backscatter, but a number of areas of
confusion are apparent. By making use of the
temporal imaging capability of ERS- I. an
improvement in flood area delineation was
possible. Figure 14 is a colour composite of three
consecutive ERS-1 passes, each with a time
separation of 35 days, which were acquired before,
during and after flooding on 30 October and 4
December 1992 and on 8 january 1993 respect-
ively. Overall, the image is rather colourless,
except for a few individual fields, because there
was little land-use change within these three winter
months. The time series image enables floodwater
to be separated from permanent water bodies,
such as old gravel pits which are common in the
Thames Valley, and these generally appear black.
Overall, these first results of flood mapping by
satellite radar are extremely encouraging in terms
of their accuracy and hydrologic significance as
they enable flooding within an entire river system
to be observed in a single overview. In terms of
disaster mitigation, such information, provided it
can be acquired and distributed in a timely fashion,
could play a key role in the direction of aid follow-
ing major coastal or inland flooding. This should
now be feasible as the continuity of satellite SAR is
assured to the end of the century and beyond
through the approved programmes of ERS-2,
Radarsat and the EOS polar orbiters.
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Understanding regional
hydrological behaviour
Figure 15 Clear-felling,
Plynlimon, mrd-Wales
Catchments are central to much of the
Institute's research. They form natural
units of study, and their outputs (water and
biochemical fluxes) provide an integration
of the processes occurring within their
boundaries. Changes demonstrated at the
catchment scale are generally more
relevant to engineering practice than
small-scale plot studies. A proper under-
standing of the processes operating at a
catchntent scale may allow that under-
standing to be transferred to other catch-
ments where only sparse data have been
collected.
IH experimental catchments  —
Plynlimon, Coalburn,
Llanbrynmair and Balquhidder
The hydrological studies at Plynlimon and
Llanbrynmair in mid-Wales, Coalburn in northern
England and Balguhidder in central Scotland are
based on small headwater catchments. Although
of small size in relation to their downstream river
basins. the major controls on the hydrological
response of these catchments are fairly typical of
those operating over a major part of the upland
areas of Britain. The uplands account for 30% of
the total land area, but some 70% of the exploitable
water resources,
Physical process studies are integral to this catch-
ment approach. Models of their behaviour, devel-
oped and tested on data from researeh sites, can
be applied (wholly or partly) to water resource and
water quality problems in larger catchments —
provided that the model parameters can be adjus-
ted to account for differences in geology, topo-
graphy, soils, vegetation, land use and land
management. External perturbations to these
systems — including land-use change, river and
reservoir engineering works, inter-catchment
transfers and climatic shifts — can be quantified
from optimised values pf the modelsparameters
or by comparison with control catchments in the
sarne area. Different future scenarios can be
developed by studying changes in the optitnised
parameters.
The basis of the Institute's network of these
research studies was principally established using
NERC funds, although the role of government
bodies. including the Welsh and Scottish Offices,
NRA. DOE and the Forestry Commission. has been
crucial in sustaining and developing the research
momentum. The NERC funding has underpinned
the long-term data collection and prOcessing
procedures, and sustagied the infrastructure of the
experiments. This balance of strategic funding and
short-term commissioned and targeted research
reflects the long-term commitment of the Institute
of Hydrology to developing the hydrological
sciences, alongside the need to conduct relevant
scientific research into matters of clu-rent concern.
The catchments also serve to test and develop new
instrumentation, and to investigate new hydrologic-
al techniques that will have practical applications
elsewhere. Academic study by staff from other
NERO Institutes is encouraged, as well as by
members of the higher education community, to
help to train the next generation of hydrologists
and environmental scientists for the challenges of
the 21st century.
During 1993 the Plynlimon experiment celebrated
its 25th anniversary (the first meteorological
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The Balquhidder catchments have completed ten
years of continuous data collection and continue
to produce useful information on the slightly differ-
ent effects of land-use change which are found in
the Scottish highlands.
ERB  -  International collaboration
The European Network of Experimental and
Research Basins (ERB) was famded in 1986. its aim
is to foster international contacts between scientists
concerned with catchment research, through
meetings and data exchanges and the encourage-
ment of joint research projects The ERB Inventory
provides a computer database of approximately
150 basins including their physical characteristics.
instrumentation, data, research aims and key
publications. The Inventory can be accessed by
member countries to obtain information about
basins which fulfil certain criteria; ter example, it
was used in the FRIEND project to idenfify small
research basins in northern and western Europe
concerned with physical process studies of stream-
flow generation. Another study uses the network
to investigate the effect of forestry on river flows.
During the year the Institute of Hydrology was the
host organisation for the Fourth International
Conference and General Assembly of the ERB.
Attended by scientists from 14 countries in Europe
and NorthAmerica, the tour-day meeting dealt with
techniques of comparing and analysing basin data.
Twenty-one papers from the Conference have
been edited and published by the Institute as
No. 120 in its Report Series. They deal with topics
such as measurement problems, techniques for
distmguishing land-use change effects from climat-
ic variability, the problem of transposing results
from the small scale to larger areas and the use of
models to predict the effects of future changes (or
to 'KM:leastconditions back in Mae before the
changes took place). The papers include pracacal
exainples of the application df these techniques.
and the publication has therefore been proposed
as a UK coutribation to the World Meteorological
Organisation's HOWLS project i:see Apnendix 6).
FRIEND in Europe and Africa
The FRMND programme (Flow Regimes from
International Experimental and Network Data) is
an international collaborative venture to improve
understanding of hydrological behaviour on a
regional basis. Led by IH. FRaND is a major
contribution to UNESCO's current International
Hydrological Programme 1V and was recently
designated Project 1.1 of IHP V for adoption by the
Intergovernmental Council in February 1995_
Initiated in 1985, FRIEND originally involved 13
nations in Northern and Western Europe. Such has
been the growth of interest in FRIEND that 17
countries actively participate now. Funding for the
project is provided by NERC, the Department of
the Environment, the Overseas Development
Administration, the Commission of European
Communities, the Norwegian National Committee
for Hydrology and various universities and
research institutes throughout Europe.
Research within European FRIEND is undertaken
by five project groups. The Database group is
responsible for maintaining and developing the
European Water Archive. Based at Wallingford, the
archive is the most comprehensive hydrological
database in Europe, storing gauged daily flow data,
instantaneous maxima, catchment characteristics
and flow statistics for some 4000 gauging stations
across the continent.
A Low Flows group works on regional low flow
studies, modelling the effects of land-use change
and groundwater abstraction on low flows, together
with a hydrological classification of European soils.
A third project deals with large-scale studies of
flow regimes and has developed procedures for
classifying river flow regimes and for mapping
average annual runoff from digitised catchment
boundaries. Techniques for extreme rainfall and
flood runoff estimation and physical processes of
strearnflow generation are dealt with by the fourth
and fifth project groups
Some notable achievements of the research are
• the development of low flow estimation
procedures at the regional and European scales
• model simulation of the impact of afforestation
on the low flow regime of European catchments:
• the calibration of groundwater models on selec-
ted basins to investigate the sensitivity of low
flows to groundwater pumping and other factors:
• the definition of large-scale hydrometric
regions;
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to  the review of flood estimation procedures for
some European countbes, and
• the production of an inventory of SO smaE
research basha studies in Europe.
The Institute of Hydrology has promoted the
concept of ERIENT) beyond Europe, in particular
to the Southern African region. 'Flue Southern
African FRIEND project promotes research into the
spatial and temporal variability of floods and low
flows in ten countries. The University of Dar Es
Salaam in Tanzania acts as the project coordination
centre. Financial support is provided by the UK
Overseas Development Administration, the Irish
Government (through the University of Galway).
the Water Research Commission (South Africa) and
the hydrologscal organisations of the participating
countries. The project is aimed at establishing a
common river flow database of gauged daily flow
and flood event data for some I 000 sites. This has
been facilitated by the supply of the Institute's
HYDATA software package (for archiving, process-
ing and analysing data) and by providing relevant
training to staff in the participating countries.
Computer-based GISs are being used to process
gridded maps of climatic, soli and vegetation Tab-•
ables of the region.
The regional data set will be used to develop
rectional flood and low flow estimation procedures
and to quantify hydrological variables at the sub-
continental scale. On its completion in 1990 the
project will produce practical design procedures
for engineers and water resource planners, as well
as covering scientific issues such as spatial
7zIta.
coherence, probability of drought occubences mud
the hydrological impa.ci of land-use change.
Oth.er FRIEND initiatives have been set up around
the World. Countries of the Mediterranean region
have set up a sinnlar project, AMHY, and a new
Western and Central. Africa FRIEND project was
launched hi Burldna Faso M  tiny.  Further interest
has also been shown by nations in the Hindu Kush /
Himalayan region of Asia and by nations ha South
America.
Existing FRIEND participants
Potential FRIEND participants
I  Figure 21 World mac
, showing areas of intorest
I  to  the FRIEND project
Figure 20 Avenge annual
runoff drags  western  Europe
Agricultural pollution
prediction for water quality control
Figure 22 Laboratory
analysis of pesbodes in water
samples
It is now difficult to find any river, lake or
estuary in the UK unaltered by human
activities. The need to grow crops, develop
cities and dispose of industrial and urban
waste has led to the inevitable deterioration
of water quality over a long period of time.
As rain falls on the land surface and moves
over and through the ground, the rocks, soil
and vegetation each contribute their own
mixture of nutrients and other chemicals.
Industry, farming and urbanisation also
produce nutrients and other substances,
including synthetic chemicals such as
pesticides, which find their way directly or
indirectly into rivers and groundwater. The
inputs from agriculture are most difficult to
manage and predict: they are applied
widely across the landscape and washed
insidiously into lowland streams and rivers.
Unlike upland streams, where the
concentration of dissolved oxygen is
mainly controlled by natural re-aeration
brought about by steep gradients and
uneven beds, in lowland rivers biochem-
ical decay and respiration may become
the dominant processes. Where effluents
from agricultural sources with a high
biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) enter
a river, the dissolved oxygen concent-
ration decreases immediately and
continues to 'sag' downstream, recover-
ing only slowly as the effluent is broken
down and re-aeration occurs. Some
organic effluents are particularly
troublesome because of their high BOD
as, for example, silage effluent which
may have a value 200 times that of raw
sewage.
Nitrates
Nutrients such as nitrates and phosphorus are
important factors in the generation of algal blooms
in lowland rivers and reservoirs. Nitrates in
particular are receiving considerable attention
because of the perceived health risks and the
consequent EC directives regarding permissible
levels in surface waters used for public supply.
Nitrate concentrations have risen steadily since the
1940s reflecting increased cultivation of land.
increased use of ferLdizers and changes in crop-
ping patterns. In the rivers, the nitrate content of
land runoff may be augmented by that from more
localised sources such as sewage discharges.
intensive farm units imd silage liquor stores. Each
catchment has a unique combination of local and
diffuse sources of nitrate and the association
between river discharge and contaminant concent-
ration can be very complex Scientifically designed
monitoring networks and sampling programmes
are essential to permit total contammant loads to
be assessed with sufficient accuracy to identify
significant changes through time.
New mathematical modelling techniques have
been developed at 114 to predict nitrogen move-
ment through catchments. These techniques allow
for the vertical and horizontal movement of water
through catenments and they are coupled with the
complex equations describing nitrogen processes
in catchments. The models comprise two
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components. one ner anc
rnovenient. Me other turn:
c amp o ttrl ds.
The verncal soil leaching component in each grid
square uses the mobile/immobile water concept
of the Rolhat:Fisted SLIM model, nitrogen transform-
ations are descrilaed usiflo associated routines.
This. provides daily estimates of the leaching of
nitride below the root zone. Once bellow the root
zone, the main chemical proCesitiest abectbig nitro-
gen species are regarded as complete. vgth the
exception of denitrification, The remaining part of
the mod.el distributes the vertical leaching
estimated by SLlial over the catchment routing
water and nitrate latemilly hilough soil. rock and
streams to the catchment oldie: A coonnious
ectirnateof itioscharge and niligitie cagitientratins
is provided at Me catchment outlet end elsewhere.
Because the causal mechanism of leaching is
followed through, the affluence or changes, in
inpnts or catchment, On catchment nitrogen outputs
can be estimated. These models have been
applied on S small plot scale it Brimstone Earni
arid at a large catchment rode at Bourne :nook
near. Coventne
'the 43 km Bourne Roarer catchment feeds aphid:::
supply resetwom Because nitrate conoengations
in the stream were high, the catchment was desig-
nailed. a Nitrate Advisory Area. Substantial reserves
of groundwater in sandstones in the catchment
maintim base flows, but these reserves have
become contaminated lay nitrate, afthough the
grottiest nitrate concentrations at te associated with
an autumn flush of field drainage water to the
shiefen.
no leaching model for Bourne Brook uses, as tiff
as possibha, readily available sin vey
on cdtchment structure und minits of water arid
nitrogen over a 200 In grid Structural information
includes topography geology, soils stream con ng
um-utinn and bagerns of land use while inputs e
taken from medieof it:logical and tarm survey data
These fore] a database winch may be mccilfied
appi opdate when using the modid at other sites
Measumel data from Brimstone Faint covering the
y eat ly period August thlingile: are currently being
usog to test the ability of the model to simulate
leaching over individual s.t ot:trr events and, through
Me year
Pesticides
Pesticides are. undesirable pollutants of river and
gioundwater resources bechuse ottheir potential
harm to hurnan health and di:fudging impacts on
the hinvionment. Precnelh nn,7 eesticides ibach
hi dioundigne: ea, feet:: of ncrinad adriout-
fit a: p-;:ctin- Is an ineprtig guest:cm for environ-
n -rental ciibentbsts
, dr the NIERCiAt RC special initiative on
1.-Joill.nwit transport In soils end Looks. Lhe trist Vote
is collaborating with the Soil Survey and Land
Research Centre (SSURC) and Horticulture Re-
search international (HRI) to study pesticide
nspog in heatry clay sobit l'he work is laased on
two hen', sites, one at Temple: Balsa]: in Warwick.
shiro. managed by SSINC and one at Wyriiiml.
extrainshire, managed iay rtj At ktAiebataii,
movement of the herbicide: iseraroturon. which has
been applied to winter wheat. rnis.being studied iu
a mole-drained field.
Using experience gained in previous pesticide
titans [Dein work, at the ADAS Rosemaun.d
incentat Husbandry Farm in Herefordshire, a variety
et insteidierie nave neen
iirussure -tr,insitiscyli ;wig the mill
moiNgre capscrailice probe. Equipment has been
specially developed te measure flows and to
s:imple 'water moving .in Ligin tde a.nd mole drains
ring in overland flow on ihe soil surface. To
complement the field gib:lies, soil columns front
tile held are being tested in the laboratory to
ediunine the detailed relationship between worm
burrows as flow paths gust the surrounding midirug
glance, a clay soil Sinn good adsorptive
capacities ler cagdiliT molecules arid with a low
matrix hydraulic conductivity would appear to
pose little threat to gm surrounchng watercourses.
However, preferential flow inechanism.s predom in
dte in this type of soil, such ilia', rainwater interacts
oniv the top few contlinetuas before escaping
Sj.CS/n macropeces or tanning down the slope. as
inasgang finny. This is or ginicNtg trnpegiance
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The institute is now also involved in soul:ism :he
microbiological component responsible for degra-
dation of the pesticide 'Figure 26. illustrates the
much reduced .m icrobial potential to degrade the
pesticide below the top sod This is en area of
concern, particularly with regard to groutMweier
qualify as pesticides may reach the gRoundwater
and then persist there fog long penods.
Having formed a gualitahve description of tho
processes which control water and pesticide
movement in these types of soils, a mathematical
model can be developed. Field sites or laboratmy
experiments can then be simulated and the model
output compared with the experimental observa-
tions Models of solute transport gt soils have
generally assumed percolation of water through
the soil matrix and are based on Darcy's law. This
law, combined with the continuity equation, leads
to the Richard's equation solution for solute
transport. Using a uch models has led to predictions
of very slow movement of pesticides to depth whh
0 6 12 15
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e pesticide confute on 212
:DI SC, 01:he soJ . Little cr pesticide ts
to reach Me drains and hence sm face waiters. This
prediction is clearly not correct for the clay soils
encountered at Wigham and Foseinaunii. kiddify-
ling the models to Include by-pass route mechan-
isms has already been tried at Elosemaund willit
some success and will be carried forward in the
work at Wytham.
Reservoir control of agricultural
pollutants
Finally. whilst models can predict inputs front
agriculture to rivers Mere is still the problem of
how to cope with pollutants once they enter the
wittnr supply system. in the case of pesticides, they
may be removed at treatment plants using carbon
filters; similarly nitrates can be removed by den itri-
fication. Both processes are expensive however,
and quite often our water resource system can be
controlled and manipulated to reduce the problem.
As an example of this. consider a reservoir receiv-
ing water high in nitrates. By increasing the reten-
tirm time of water in reservoirs tile nitrogen levels
will decline as natural del-Unification occurs To
investigate the interactions Rwolved, a dynamic
flow and quality model for reservoirs has been
developed which allows for given inflow and
outflow pumping rates and concentrations, and
accounts for the denitriticanon process. Figure 26
shows the results of applying the model to Rarmoor
reservoir near Oxford over about 12 years of
weekly data In general, an excellent fit with the
measured values of nitrate concentration is
obtained.
Also presented. in Figure 26 are the volume of water
in the reservoir and the mean retention pcfriod. The
reservoir is kept full for much of the time, especially
in the early years of operation, although droughtS
in 1971.1973 and t 975.76 show reservoir volumes
decreasing. The mean retention pehod is 24 weeks
in the first six years oi operation, but in the later
years this falls to about ten weeks. This period
corresponds to increasing nitrate levels in the
reservoir, which appear to be due to a combin-
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'cISCI possible to use ths meciel •de:mine
ieservoir response to a variety of hypodietical or
pi edacted rive: aiiidie parems Pus example of
such a predictive exercise is shown in f 'igure
wit ere. ft has peen assume( l ha tI the reseivuir hciS
a retention period ot 11th. days curd tbp aegglaf
annual 111irate cycle has a constant -maxim= of
MCf; ilurtnq Bire Binder fulartisr Had
minimum of ti tag] during Me summer quarter.
Hie reservoir is assumed to he well-mined, dad
its predicted nitrate concqntration with no demtn-
ficdpon matches am siversge htt the river ds
expected. However, the maximurri adrate concent-
Yagn tri the rives. aryl is deldffeil Mr
two months, this Bluslhaites the protection afforded I
lay hanhiside sham:fife derived purety from
higrirsaiio effects
lire lower iwio graphs in 'figure 27 and
might happen cab e reservoirs oxhilaitqd denilia-
lb:anon. draph is bur as mcresse:
h (2k Ifrj, denitrifiestion Hamoyes
ft rogl nitratq-N from the peak carwirentration.
In the rou-cm gyaph HO as :tiepin) i Itracti
nitrate .N is removed. For a given retenhon period,
slit:Blower reserver:2 or Iffrses yenipigs, nitEdie met e
elfirdentlytrom such studies optimal conditions
for ofenitrification cein be identified
• Shallow water (maximum ratio of surface ar
• No stratification (warmer water agamst the
sedament).
• Long !indention pes fad madfarrada timo for
denitahcation to occur):
• High primary proddoroa amrcornammt lorry
population at zooplantion): afad
tiffany r:f tnese optimal conditions cdanot
beCauSe f coafhcttpea water resource
requirememsi reset-voirs need to lae mairilairied
dt the maximum level afieguaisi -mugs isgssiiyi
However, the racist Unportant condition, maximis-
ing retention period. ts COTISUateMI 7,7 ,
reSCi'voll'S near full. and will meet Petn of-He:ionizes.
untiornmately. demands on ivatui ute High flog
summers, and the best strategy is to avoid using
Hats coutct be schteved by avold.mq the first flush
motrier this useidi mar determining criminal
conclifion7. for reservoir management mild could La
muse nitrate concentranons.
ifinside  sus gourd tub drumultutEd
will affect aptaari and londanft iscate
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as II as groantlwater systems. 'the Figure 26 MinoY»
1.1,1,Cerf Cz.)111P-Dni-ntj t and disuii-igari ru Tr."
pellutants ira Karer and Tsialindwater systems fire siffr,t,i'f:ifisfisiir:t_fir;zn,
werstrinciiism.  lifferdels rue being used increaskigly •I • I. ••'• 'I
to assess the myriad of uderactions botween
tdocesses: chemicals and nvotrolody The NERCN
Pit RC Initiative on hydrochernical Pow pstias
tjrt somc way to reial-ving sorne ot the problems
bra new ones wik inevitably arise, especially trif
Lind-use change speods up m lowland Britain.
The critical loads concept for
pollution control
Acidification of soils and fresh waters is
now known to occur in areas of north-west
Europe,  Scandinavia and North America  as
a  response to deposition of nitrogen  and
sulphur compounds. The biological
consequences are reduction in fish
populations, changes in invertebrate and
diatom communities and damage to
forests. The source of these pollutants is
also well-known: oxides of sulphur front
combustion of fossil fuels (predominantly
from power  generation  plants), oxides of
nitrogen from industrial and road traffic
emissions, and reduced nitrogen
(anunonia) from agricultural areas.
Much is now understood about the process of
acidification and the controls ott both the degree
of damage suffered and the spatial extent and
occurrence of the damage. In short: sulphur and
nitrogen compounds leaving a catchment system
— in the form of mobile anions, negatively-charged
ions — are charge-balanced by positively-charged
ions (cations) dehved from weathering and soil
ion-exchange processes within the catchment.
In a catchment where calcareous rocks occur, or
where soils and bedrock weather quickly, there is
a huge atore of available base cations (calcium,
magnesium, sodium, potassium) to balance the
mobile anions and therefore no net acidification
occurs in the long term (although short-term acidic
pulses may occur in streams driven by rain storms
or snowmen events). In catchments where base
cations are only slowly supplied by weathering
processes, or where there has been an acute input
of mobile anions, the base cation store is quickly
depleted and acidic cations (hydrogen and
aluminium) are released, causing a net acidifica-
tion (reduction in alkalinity) of the soil-surface water
system.
Identifying the link between fossil fuel burning,
acidic emissions, a.cidic deposition, soil and fresh-
water acidification and adverse biological impacts
has led to attempts to reduce emissions at source.
The fact that atmospheric pollution can travel large
distances, across national boundaries, has neces-
sitated emissions control within the framework of
international agreement. To this end the United
Nations Economic Commission for Europe
(UNECE) adopted the Convention on Long Range
Transboundary Air Pollution (LRTAP) in 1979.
Under this convention, a protocol to reduce sulphur
emissions by 30% from their 1980 levels was
adopted by several countries, the so-called -30%
club", in 1985. Sulphur dioxide emissions have in
fact declined by about 30% since 1980, largely as
a consequence of the closure of small coal-fired
power stations in the eady 1980s and the general
decline in industrial output at the end of the decade
Further to this UNECE agreement, the European
Community adopted the Large Combustion Plant
Directive in 1987, committing member states to
reduce emissions by 60% by the year 2003; A
further protocol concerned the control of emissions
of nitrogen oxides or their transboundary fluxes.
adopted by the UNECE in 1988 (this time signed
and ratified by the UK), it committed countries to
freeze their NO, emissions at 1987 levels by 1994-
All these agreements are soon to be re-negotiated.
The EC SO, agreement is due to be revised in
1994 and the UNECE SO, protocol in 1993. In
negotiating the new protocel it has been recog-
nised that emission reductions need to be targeted
to produce deposition reductions in specific areas,
given the controls on the acidification process
outlined eszlier: "blanket" reductions are neither
cost effective nor environmentally effective. To
assess spatially distributed emissions reduction,
targeted at the most heavily impacted ecosystem,
the concept of -critical loads" has been formulated.
This provides the scientific basis for the negotiation
of the new emissions reduction protocol.
The critical load of sulphur and nitrogen for fresh-
water is defmed as "the highest load that will not
lead in the long term (within 50 years) to harmful
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effeete on bilatogicsi sys ns Shin lady the critical
iO,:lOt har Soil is dett it ti dtp! "the highest depontion
of acidify-mg compounds that will not cause chemic-
al changes ha soil leading to long-term harmful
effects on ecosystem sir uct u re and function!! If the
goal is to protect soils Oyer Very tong time penods
rid 000 years) then the critical load approaches
grim A more practical lima is that acid deposition
 -ill not lead to unaccepitil soil acidification cater
50 io 100 veers
Cntical leads for water and soil are only of hate] est
however, when defined with the purpose  or pro-
tecting  a  sensitive receptor. For example. water
acidification can lead to docline or disappearance
of hum al fish populations and soil acidification
disc is biological mud:units in terrestnel eco-
systems such as trees Cil my hi lilt unaccepiarie
change are set in relation to effects terresti
dust aquatic organisms
With re .. pect to damage to tot restrtal vegetation.
common criteria include the concentration of
inordanto aluminium [n soil solution and the ionic
ratio of aluminium to calcium 'ha sg.! solution where
ace soit rolmion 5ff. rsonng dsrin in:30 ern:
primary interest tslin rehihhct to aquatic organ -
common criteria ale that the runos
should have positive altrahiSty and a concenttation
of labile a:organic atuntinit nu less than Oil g
The purpose of determining critical loads is to sel
goals for future deposition of acidifying compounds
such that the enadronmen is protected. Critical
loads tab deters:Mod separately For stitteis anti
St/it-it:le waters and will ditter for a given area hs
welt as trollet sate-Missile, depending upon :he
*therein sensitivity of the natialnli environment.
practice, the critical loa.d soils at a given site
may be greater or lower than the critical load for
water. Because the goal is Ira protect the whole
environment, the critical load is taken to he the
lower at lhe two. In oilier words, it the water is
inhenently more sensitive than the fonsms. the
crincel load for water wel be lower Man Mia: "or
forests . and is taken te be the CI ttiotati toad tfEttY
whole envirolignent.
Critical load maps for sulphur and n. rogen are now
well established for soils and waters within the UK.
Using information on current deposition fields
together with insure protections based on assumed
oprigions nrygaction scacarios, present :-+-2,1 future
s is c.sto.uisiedi This
onablea reductions to be targeted ai specific
emitters therebyoptimising the bewail-tic the most
sensinve areas.
The enipirical approach to ontical load calculation,
based on Ihe long-term •eed:etmg lare at a tine,
is time independent re. we:ad-a-state consintoris are
assumed. It also assume: ma 41-0 rife of recover/
• -molt eye,
,ears) arid — :attire cram"
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achieving oritteal Vt.:Hitt
An alternative approach at 110 has been to tette
City:at:II-MC modelling to -
"
ume such as tne depletion o[ element pools In soils
.1.ne dynamic catchment- based tong-term so-ii and
water acidification model MAGIC (Model of
Acidification of GroUndwaters le Catclunents) has
been used sit several ways.
• to determine the corner:financert . in ter y
surface wa.ter and son chemistry, of not
achieving a. critical Mad:
• to esamme ihe ettreci lansfause change. In
particular fares:re bramice. on critical loads
• et, tlettentriirie tile iftteHtle9lbten bernees ninc-geri
sniphiar in Mai contest of crucal toads
,sor di ooteoio.siti.:a:i
Figure 28 17-,:he•
in the Lapie
Comhusmion Pfmg
the site is not atilt./ caftible  oft,  ecovenng to a tin get Figure 29 Water of y
chcMliF'AFylevel but fin:: thst prior to the onset  of.  amT""Iseet Lac!' (-1"Aitil":"-±
acidihoanon the water chemistry was equivalent
to as: less acidic than that level Furthermore. the
infiusty:, of the catcriment in rartmular their
ability to adsorb ansi desceli tonS thrtiotth Rme,
only imptictly inclucitad in the emparicf2 model
which assumes that In the very long, or equilibritim,
lirne•scale the soil acidification process is
completely reversible. In fact, sort chemical
tat ocesses slay rningate tar delay acidification
Figure 30 lake pH
Ciad
straiegy.
:s sraso _
'life Ind!'
emission strait eel* assessed
-Hie_ ne met:, atfuture twattee Rua ,
applied assumaxt that the: LCPD erratinprni tea. ef-
ilonS are achieved be 2005 ard thdt emissions roe
held constant thereafter umil 2039.
Trdond oosti ye t-itlethatty and pd orealer than
eflect thresholds for the sartMai ee a
viable brown trout, population . the model predict
tti011iS for 2006:crud ed to. prose -rnt dray
observations. show a consistent pictut e. The
reduction m sulphur deposition to these catch-
ments in response to the LiCLPD emissions reduction
stint:es:II is sot sufficient to improve the water
chemistry status of these acid impacted sites
surmincantim
-
I I
car
of is
ae still be ant
nr because of ihe inherent fime lags in the
cent system which slow the rate of recovery
tee water chemistry
ooiitab
another tauter in mo process of revers-
mg acidification In this seseect, Me role ot trees in
die tomcat toads concept Ili:ciu)re:,.; caret's' consid-
eratton, As well as being sensitive receptors for
witnoncritical :cads need to Le determined, they
play mucial role en the soil and Grater acidification
pragess by uptake of base ratiOnS for growth .
charicung hydroiogicsd bendylour unclip,/ scaven-
ging pollutants phere thereby
increasing the deposition.
The model application at Afon Warren (Mid Wales)
and Loch Grannoch (south west Scotland) show a
more complicated situation which occurs when
ecnsidet ind the issue ot rut fire a Inn estal ion policy ,
In general, two future land-use scenarios tit o
bosedble forest felled and replanted and forest
felled without replanting In boln example cinch
ments the second option produces the better
prediction ol wafer chemistry recovery,
Ciearly. calctdation c loads:0r
err: :ri areas whese pi; natation forest ry
major lanti, use require consideration of these
iingtheits. It is ironic Mire the areas 'where comfit-me
chat alifortistailon is concentrated coincide with the
acid-son.sitive upland terrain which receives nigh
sulphut toads and where current critical loads are
exceeded. line resuits underline the need to lane
land managemern into consideration in lll:534",ridlildi
v-nth sulphur depositing: strategies.
A further rnodelkmig exercise has centred at/ :I
regionalMAGIC model applicanon to 39 lakes in
the Galloway region of south west Scotland. The
lakes are confined within an area of about 120 bare
representing some 16 10 km squares delineated
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in the UK freshwater critical loads mapping
exercise. This area has been icientified as having
a large proportion of acidified surface waters
following decades of acidic deposition. Many of
the lakes and streams are susceprible to acidic
deposition because of the relatively slow weather-
ing and low acid •neutralisation capacity of the
bedrock. RIM and acidic soils and extensive
afforestation. Other fresh waters in the area, lying
predominantly on less sensitive geology, have a
high positive alkalinity and are not currently
acidified. This wide range of sensitivity to acidic
deposition. with respect to both soils and waters,
presents considerable problems for quantifying
regional critical and target loads.
To address this issue, data from these lakes,
sampled in 1979 and again in 1988. were used in
conjunction with detailed. soil data obtained horn
the Macaulay Land Use Research Institute (MUIR!)
and forest management history from the Forestry
Commission, to formulate a regional application
of the MAGIC model. Lake alkalinity and pH
response to the LCPD emissions strategy and a
more optimistic 80% emissions reduction strategy
were assessed using deposition data front the
atmospheric transport model based at the
University of Hull. The water chendshAi simulations
suggest that acidified waters with negative
alkaainities in the region will recover only
marginally in response to the LOPE) scenario by
the year 2005 (Figure 30) a.nd the total percentage
of lakes with negative alkalinity will remain roughly
the same.
The location ot these lake sites which require a
much more dramatic decrease in emissions is
determined by the extent of the =del-lying granit-
ic geology. At these sites perhaps the question is
whether other mitigation techniques, such as
terrestrial source area liming, nmght be a cost-
effective supplement to the emissions reduction
programme. Clearly. the use of dynamic acidifi-
cation models provides a valuable insight into the
environmental effectiveness of proposed sulphur
reductions.
A further development of the dynamic modelling
approach is now under way to assess the influence
of nitrogen dynamics in the context or concal loads
for total acidity inad given the pireseut and future
commitments to nitrogen emissions protocols in
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general terms we lmova that an increase in nitrate
teaching from a catchment may occur as a result
of Increased nitrate deposition, decreased plant
uptake of nitrate (perhaps due to sulphur induced
stress on the organisms), or through a change in
climatic condibons leading lo increased mineralis-
ation of nitrogen in the soil. As a -mobile anion'', if
nitrate concentrabon increases in surface vraters:
without any CUTICOMItant decrease in sulphur
concentrations, the total anion load will Mcrease,
resulting in decreases in ill and alkallibty .
Taking this argument further. it is inappropriate to
consickat orincal loads for sulphur and nitrogen
independently since the level of either cannot be
Set without considering the other. The model
emphasises that specification of a critical load for
sulphur in the absence of knowledge of how the
nitrogen dynamics within the catchment system
might change in the future is inappropriate. The
current MAGIC model can be used to indicate the
"trade off between the two critical loads, that is,
lower sulphur deposition is required to maintain
alkalinity zero Ri the light ot increased surface
water rapine concentrations. A task for the future
is to develop a long-term dynamic model for
nitrogen which incorporates the major processes
determining catchment nitrogen leaching, coupled
to the existing sulphur model. so that surface water
chemistry predictions can be made in response to
a range of total acidity emissions reduction
strategies
Figure 31  Upiand ilke
;his one fr.: Callaway ape
s;Iscepbbis ackilc-
deposibon and Osi-'0 been
the focus for a malhema6cal
modelling exercise
Soil the evasive link
0
The distinguished soil physicist Daniel
HiUel defined the soil as "a natural body
engaged in dynamic interactions with the
atmosphere above and the strata beneath".
These interactions form an integral part of
the hydrological cycle, that never-ending
process of water exchange between the
earth and the atmosphere.
On land the soil plays an essential role
within this cycle. It is the soil together with
its vegetation cover which controls the
partitioning of rainfall into surface and
sub-surface flow. It is at the soil surface
that water infiltrating the soil is taken into
temporary storage and then routed either
upward by evaporation or transpiration to
the atmosphere, downward as deep drain-
age to the water table, or laterally as
throughflow at shallow depth. In this way
soil provides the link for the transfer of
water between atmosphere and earth.
Because it is such a vital element of the hydrological
cycle, the function of the soil as a barrier, store or
conduit for water has for many years formed a
recurrent theme throughout a wide range of the
Institute of Hydrology's work.
100m
Bare crusted soil
Figure 32 As a result of runoff concentration, the amount of mlihration taking place beneatl
the vegetation can be between two and six 11MCSgreater than the rainfall
This link is evasive because the processes
in the soil cannot be readily observed and
also because the soil may be very hetero-
genous. Its hydraulic and physical
properties may differ significantly both
horizontally and vertically over distances
of a few metres.
There can also he a change of properties
with thne, in response to changing land
use. Slope, microtopography and
vegetation cover — all of which play a role
in the partitioning process— are also
spatially variable. This means that the
processes of water transfer through the
system at any particular place or time are
difficult to predict and even more difficult
to quantify. However, techniques and
instruments exist, and are being
developed, which have allowed us a better
insight into these processes, making this
hydrologically important link less evasive.
Differential recharge
The theme is well represented by two groundwater
recharge studies in semi-arid Africa. The first is in
Niger, where the Semi-Arid Groundwater Recharge
study (SAGRE) is housed on the spatial distribution
and quantification of the recharge process. The
second is in Zimbabwe examining the way in which
changing land use can modify significantly the rate
of recharge in semi-arid Africa groundwater is a
vital, life-giving resourceand the degree to which
h is replenished seasonally determines the amount
available for sustainable long-term exploitation.
One of the more important controls on the level of
tihrs replenishment is the nature of the soil and the
processes that take place within and upon it
In the Sahel region of Niger, where rainfall is low
and there is a thick uns:frurated zone through which
recharge has to pass. processes which concentrate
trie infitration and locally increase recharge to the
soil are very important fn this region the natural
woodland vegetation, known as "Tiger Bush'',
grows in strips, separated by areas of bare ground.
Over bare regions the impact of high intensity rain-
storms has created a poorly permeable crust on
the soil surface. This impedes infiltration and gen-
erates run-off into adjacent vegetation strips where
it temporarily ponds and then infiltrates. This is
illustrated by the soil moisture data in Figure 32,
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. dita, :kcal considerable steals ha the nagion Surface runelf
itt s-...ffd 1,,tmaatelyreaches epherneratstreinn channels dFICI
these may :also N anportant Pad 'of grounsftwj/e[
: " f  irst(erf4is
• _-: sl`  Land-use change
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_
• • The theastirequant d prediction of the offecis of
(faitedtt-t  hind use olifinde on aquifer recharoe and  ,ri-
catchment yield alici response are recurring
a. questions pcised to hydrologists. Large scale
changes of vogetaitoo Cove.r modify the amounts
of interception and of evapotranspiration and
hence influence deep drainage (aquifer recharge)
celdinitim yield. The change in the depth of
the soli twonle accesslide to me roots of ate
replacemeni yentetatich At One of tho main
influences On ovapotranspingn.
where the diffet once in seasonal soil water storage,
change Below bare and vegetaled ground can be
then clefilly. trio e fleet at the naliant water hftr.;:i-
mg mechanism o, tO concentrate oatdrattain into the
d.l'eaS where it is nisei:Tied:0 ensure the suncival of the
vegetation.
.(‘IthOlIgh The vegetation uses much of the wuter
pal to ET Me Ititeethocia of direandwater recharge
oreatiy enhanced in these areas. theruculatit
times ef istra age rainfall Wherl excess water
ever and alcove Me demanda ca evaporation and.
liansoiraton IC IllaCiE available.
Vicii,,:ce s H:C1.11-MWM.Inci r- Pr.r, regiCr
the Sahel to snow that Mere can also be subatambil
redistuhution or imotall at the sea eudace within
millet fields. (toncoritreation ei raintall •itinha
:opographic dent essaons can load to a threefold
increase of storage Anion the son ja(firitis compered
to a:Moment high areas. Studies hems: shotam that
mush fees wane aililtrasion wain ibutes to ground
water leek:hide- end not to increased evapordeten
Frain the point al view of aquitei •eplenishment
this concentration mechanism is of the utmost
irriportance. particularity saves mittet fields coves
Modification of the hydraulic properties of the soil
rpedliculaily those of the 11,linKli;a0.2, SID-face Lye: )
Can aisai. result irons changing tang use nit: unith
tbr cafinipkt chalicted tacit:one:um practice sea!
degradation, (DIU:End drainage hese changes wilt
modify the way that the raitltElit is ladditioned into
surface rlifiC5fit Iltrougiallow 01 deep drainarter and
therefore mum the hydrological response of th(
-altered folic:wind lend as:P. diasita wal depend oh
whiten wocossas tre most shucked by the change
and in which direction they aye affected A sound
andersfaidum of the processes water movement
tiat-oupta seas !early essenn A to dlow the effects
of isasd use therge TC:be me Mittel end pwatilytted
and to eximapiailissi locei !ein:its to other area--,
Luthis context ihe Institute is carrying out a wator
balance study el a small. degraded catchment in
an area of switteeast anababare on a basement et
extremely .filati crystalline quirt. The cendel
objective is to establish am impact of land 1.ISC:
change on the hydrological processes operating
an the catchment, with particular attention to
glarffldwaer ittcharge. Under :existing degraded
conditions the essposeg sally el the study area are
prone to ore:ding and.generam sigl*Icaci amounts
o: siai face it tnea. ane iesult is he: the opportfinuy
for datect tienherge to take place through the soil
and weathered rock is reduced significantlip
instead, points of recharge tend to be restricted to
ayeas where infiltration may fie concentrated anon
es tale loyser dimas of Me largeray bare rock inn
dopes VrHit. br'),Tie," tne agymultuion areas. skiing
the beds of ephemeral streams and. where water
can pond feihinal contour braids in ploughed fields.
The imporleitoe of these areas to line overalt
recharge its being investigated
In the same ansti of :Zimbabwe the effectiveness
collectOr rain-IL:S-11C water supply hail
for limited-scale irrigation is lacing investigated
jointly lay the Institute and the British Geological
Survey (fiCS) in a protees fihried by the OGA.
Figure 34 A market garden
inigated from a coilector-weil
at a village in Zimbabwe
which continued to supply
fresh vegetables dunng the
recent prolonged drought in
southern Africa
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These are conventional wells, but with drill holes
inserted radially and horizontally into ihe walls
below the water table to help increase the sustain-
able yield in what are poorly-permeable aquifers.
Results from the institute's research will go some
way to assessing the extent of and recharge to
these limited aquifers and. hence a measure of their
sustainability.
The inftuence of major land-use change on global
climate is of major concern, particularly the effects
of rain forest clearance. The Institute is at the
forefront of this research through its leading rote
in the ODA-funded Anglo Brazilian Climate
Observation Study (ABRACOS) project. Results
from the first field site in central Amazonia, -near
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Figure 35 Smile water storage to a depth el 3.6 ni for pasture (a) and forest (2)) at the
sites near Mambo, ih the State of Para in eastern Brazil
River flow generation
me
from The second meTre of s
' also explened soh weear al least 3 6 tn depth
Tne lower evaputransfuration front the pasture
areas resuhs in more of the incident radiation he=
converted Tnte sereftale Peet when has a strong
nt;trence on the development of ihe atmospheric
boundagy layer This is the layer of sax up to 3 km
thick hignediatety above the Earth's sufface and is
where the general circulation of the atmosphere
takes place If less water is recycled back to the
atmosphere. there will be less to condense and
fall again as rainfall
Studies at the two newer saes in Arnazonia set up
in 1991 have shown similar results. Figure 35
shows the water storage of the soil profile To a depth
of 3.6 m tor pasture (a) and forest (h) at sues near
Maraba in the State of Para in eastern Brazil.
Here the dry season is longer than at Manaus and
the vegetation more dependent on the soil water
reserve. The total seasonal soil water storage
change was 370 mm in the pasture. hut over
700 mm in the forest, the difference being mainly
accounted for by differences in the rates of
evapotranspiration. Of particular interest is the fact
that while the profile at the pasture site wetted back
up to the same extent in the 1992/93 wet season as
in the previous wet season, the forest site profile
storage was 400 rnm lower, showing a carry-over
of a very large soil water deficit into the 1993 dry
season. Examination of the soil water profiles
showed that little water had penetrated beyond a
depth of 2.0 m. The forest i.s likely to suffer extreme
stress and this will have important consequences
on the energy budget and ecologically. Species at
the limit of their ecological range may die as a
result of the stress, changing the floristic corapos-
ition of the forest. in addition, the forest will become
vulnerable to fire.
Soil moisture processes are vital not oniy for
agronomic purposes and for groundwater re--
charge but also play a crucial role in determining
the amount and variability of river flows from a
catchment. Similar rainstorms may generate very
different river hydrographs, depending on the
antecedent conditions. Work is being undertaken
for MAFF and for the NTRA to assess the contribution
that continuous soil moisture measurements may
make to improved predictions of peak flows.
Figure 36 shows the changing pattern of the river
flow response to rainfall, together with the soil
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water contents measured using capacitance
probes at 15 cm and 13 cm depths in the son
profile. This demonstrates that for this catchment
the near surface layers of the (clay) soil are the
most nnporlant for storm flow. Such measurements
offer the btriguing possrbility of soil moisture data
being not just a supplementary source of input
information to mane rainfalli flood predictions, but
also a cost-effective alternative to sneamilow
gauotne in some situations where the siting of a
gaugimg structure could not be justified.
Instrumentation
26
in the past, the main constraint on the ability to
study the processes of soil water movement was
the lack of instrmmentation. This was recognised
at Ill in the mid-1960s and led to the development
of the 1k neutron probe. which in only slightly
modified form, is arguably still the most dnportant
tool in soil Writer studies carried out at Ed today
A capacitance probe, undergoing development at
is gaming favour and generally complements
the neutron poise. The capacitance probe meas-
ures the dielectric properl.ies of the son/air/water
soil mix One version is ea ticularly suited to
makling measurements in the top Sto 10 cm of the
sod where the neutron probe is least accurate
Other versions can he buried lin emu and logged
This facility is extremely valuable di studies where
processes may be changlng rapidly Installation
of capacitance probe access tubes to reerde than
2.3 tin depth or in stony soils has not proved
possible because of the problems of chili-fining a
very tight tit for the tube, essential as the presence
of air gaps between the sod and tube wall causes
inacomale readings In these :ellialions the role of
the neutron 'globe is unchallenged Figure  37 Thro,HI ca vancE.
Time l:lotairt Rellectometry (TOR) is another
promising methoci being examined by
researchers, also based on the measurement of
the dielectric properties of the soil atthoudh
through a different principle than the capdcitance
probe. Further developments and improved
undoestansiind of the TOR and capacitance
methods appear to be required before they can
supplant •the neutron probe as the mainstay of field
soil water content measurements However the
choice of the best eqidpment Will depend on the
environment, and on the monitoring requirements.
The humble mercury manometer tensiometer
still the method of choice for soil water potential
measurements, but these ale now augmented by
tH-designed purgeable pressure transducer
tensiometers IF' Lim which can be legged Gypsum
resistance blocks are used to measure soil water
perennials beyond the range in which tensiometers
can operate
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The Eucalyptus story
Within the tropics and sub-tropics approxi-
mately half the plantation forestry is of
Eucalyptus species. Their high growth rates
and their ability to grow within a wide
range of site conditions make them attract-
ive species for both commercial and social
forestry applications. The large-scale
planting of these exotic species has caused
concern to local people in many tropical
countries, not least in southern India,
where the plantations are thought to have
deleterious socioeconomic effects at the
village level, providing little employment,
poor firewood and no fodder for animals.
There are also concerns about possible
adverse envir-onmental impacts,
particularly depletion of nutrients, high
water use and enhanced soil erosion.
In response to these concerns, a programme
of field studies was initiated in the state of
Karnataka, southern India, to quantify the
impacts. The collaborating organisations
were the Karnataka Forest Department,
Mysore Paper Mills and the University of
Agricultural Science, Bangalore, in India,
and IH and the Oxford Forestry Institute in
the UK. The studies were funded by the
Overseas Development Administration.
Scientists from Ilicarried out hydrological studies
at four maM sites in Karnataka. Three of them were
in the low rainfall zone (800 mm per annum) at the
Devabal and Puradal experimental plantations
near Shimoga and at Hosakote near Bangalore. The
soils are of different depths, approximately 3 m at
Devabal and Puradal and greater than 8 rri at the
Hosakote site. The fourth site at Behalf] is in the
high rainfall zone (2000 ram per annum) on deep
sons (greater than 8 rn)
Measurernents were made Of the meteorology,
plant physiology, soil water status, rainfall inter-
ception and direct water uptake of individual trees
using tracing methods. The growth rates of the
trees were also measured. Water use, as ascer-
tained by the different experimental methods, was
generally i.n agreement at all sites.
The deuterium tracing method for measuring
transpiration revealed a new, and surprisingly
'tight', relationship between individual tree
transpiration and the cross-sectional area of the
trunk. A model for growth and water use of
Eucalyptus  plantation in water-limited conditions
was developed using this relationship arid also
the assumption that volume growth is linearly
related to the volume of water transpired.
The main findings of this work are:
• In the dim/ zone, the water use of young
Eucalyptus  plantation on medium depth soil
(3 m deep) was no greater than that of the
indigenous dry d.eciduous forest.
• At these sites the annual water use of
Eucalkptus  armi indigenous forest was equal to
the annual rainfall (within the erpertmental
measurement uncertainty of about 10%)
• At all sites, the water use of forest was higher
tha.n that of agricultural crops (about twice).
• At the dry zone deep soils (>8 m) site there
are indications that 'the water use, over the
three (dry) years of measurement was greater
thanthe rainfall. Model estimates of
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evaporallon were 3:100 mm compared with
21219 aim rainfall bar the three-ism iittibohl.
root abstraction front the wafer tat..4e. (Where
this has happened in Australia Mete are
reports of :annual NocHlyctuswataL uso of
ciffit ram)
Forests cam Influence soil erosion by altering the erosion than those without
erosive potential of rainfalls Contrary t0 popular
foriiitt cansoios do not news:mat •protect
the soil fforn raffidnoc impacts roi sicrins with
small raindrop sizes, such as are usually associated
with Storms hi low intensity. canopies tend to
amalgamate chops until ttt large •rop is formed,
which is then released irons me may tiF litho
vegetation is sufficiently tall, this large deco 2-nay
reach such a velocity belbre it reaches the grouncl
that it has a higher potential for detaching soh
pm-nodes on impact than do natural rain drope.
Conversely. for StorMS svirri the largest drop siffell
often ciscsuchitiai . cvuh the convective storms
common in the tropics, vegetation canopies may
break up the large drops and reduce both the
mean chop size and Mc mean kinetic enerory of
the modem ram.
Studies carried. out at the Poradal faosakote
cites tbsie shown that not only al- e there large
differences in the Mop sire spectra beneath
different tree species but that efich specges —
irrespective of Me drop sire of the incident rain
— has a spectrum characteristic of that species.
The erosivity of naturist rainfall is rotated to its
intensity. As rainfall intensity increases. the scso
disarlialinen of raindrops generally increases also,
which provides s menns of relating Lice erosivity of
—PinUs canbaos
 TE:Inna graodis 
Ercalyptis cam:Su:2,101s
twit6
0.002 0004
Water use efficiency
More recall I ty. Nile:search has widener
to look al the erosion irnpags of these forest, ther easml mea, g (rni
water use of :arshe nu-.1PHL:3 species Si the es.  
zone of Famaiska. and also towable imps:ovum
the water use efficiency of plantations, the cha facie. istic speck cite the erosh
of different intensifies The presence of an
underslerey of vegetation Wit also inciderale the
Erosion impacts „rer.,»,h.cy:rat rativi hta-r,rtsa, t pi:fixations
0.006 0.000
The recognition -that forests generall o rate
more wahar than stg 'cultural crops anti Ihst water
is a veinal:ter resource bravideri an impetus for
gating mairove the water use maims: Lacy ch
phintation forests.
Both garrocth 'ales and [ter use effimentty
eucalypt plantanons in the cabs none in india are
low by irceris stanytmarts. To some extent. this is
due to dimat LC factors which are not amenable to
manipularion. (iNgh vapour pressure deficits,
through Lim:Tess-mg atmospheric demand, ar e
L-rupyrn teD rJecfecisewitst use efficiency and nigh
temperseures. leading to high rates of maintensaice
respiration, also haw; d depressing effecl) Never-
theless, iL is believed that there is Snit great
matenticl liar imprayili:4 stand ittiater i. se ettictlency
through. tor example. species select:on throingil
the removal of nutrient and water stress, and
through improved silviculture practices such as
optimal spacing and weeding.
these aspects are presently being ins
within a Controlled Environment bamnly where
three tree [Jpecie:E;L'oc.:Ilyptur camaiduleasis,
Eur:alyptu::: grandls and an Indigenous species
pordbisigie; sitertso are being suctschtid to different
sod water and nutrient istivisses. Results irom
experiment so fat- TwThc;irethat growth rates (nu
be mcreased by a farsor of nve between the
control plots and those inalich receive both water
and fertilizer treatments.
Mier this firril year, when soil vial:et r atffres arc
largely used hp oh the colds- ol plo,, api greater
soft water stresses go fteaseeted even is
2 3  4 s
Drop diaMeter (film) anticipated. perhaps by ms much as Lon males,
utihsanon of soil watei
Figure 39
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Figure 40 •TM Corrnsfed
Esesonssegt FanYty ficgsst
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Figure 41 Stand volume
recorded on 39 September
199,3for Eucalyptus camel-
dulensa Eucalyptus grant
and Dalbergia sissoo (top to
bottom) for a range of water
treatment and letalrer
application on the Controlled
Environment Facility at
blosabote India
applied estimates of maximal water use can be
equated to Me water applicatiOn rates (plus any
rainfall that may occur) and lower limits for the
water use elffciency can then be obtained. Using
this approach for the volume growth, values
recorded for the first year did not provide any
evidence for increasing water use efficiency with
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Water resource implications
intila on oionuEitions of exotic gee snernes
result:lid
from afforestatibn using exotic species some of
7/1-11'Sliare adverse an --mr of which are•
beneficial
The net-rainfall dropsise spectra associated with
exotic species such as Ppitra caialtasea or Eucelypszt
camalda(ensis make them preferable, from a soil
conservation perspective to Teclona gram:11s which
has characteristic net rainfall of potentially greater
erosivity.
At the Devabal and Puradal sites where the water
use of eucadypt plantation has been compared with
that from indigenous forest there is no evidence
that  Eucalyptus  species use more water than the
indigenous dry deciduous forest They do
however use snore water than a typical annual
crop, about twice as much as ragi finger millet.
The Hosakote findings, which showed water use
oreater than the rainfall, have potennally serious
water resource implications. Further studies are
being planned to confirm these results and also to
determine the source of the 'extrawater. One
hypothesis invokes soil water 'mining'. If, from the
day of planting, roots penetrate successively
deeper layers in the sod, at a rate of about one
metre per year. the water 'mined' from the
successively deeper soil layers would be sufficient
to account for most of this extra water.
Am alternative or additional hypothesis is that the
trees are drawing on water stored in the soii from
years with higher than average rainfall. The
measurement period. from 1987-1990. had much
lower than average rainfall. The first hypothesis
implies that unless roots can continue to penetrate
deeper each year until they reach the water table
(at 30 m) present rates of growth will not be
sustainable in the longer term: the second
hypothesis would, of course, imply sustainable
growth sated
lf the former hypothesis is shown to be true then
one sensible strategy would be to rotate
Eucalyptus plantation with agricultural crops. if a
rotation of ten years for the forest were to be
followed by five years under an annual crop, the
soil water reserves built up during the agricultural
phase would replace those removed during the
period under forestry. There is also evidence from
studies in other arid zones of the world that deep
rooted trees have the ability to bring nutrients from
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deep scsil layers Up eD the :.e..iffiPiCe. ?.!this is
env:stings in India, there would bb (foal benefits
front the rotation: trees replacing soil nutrients the
•gricultural crops rernovo whilst creps rechat ge
sod eviler that the trees hsve removed.
The forest water • use results inchoate that recharge
to the groundwaier un.t er isrde sreas of either
pirmishon or indigenous forem in the dry cone of
Indm is likely le be small and will. not, on avenige,
be more than I CM of the rainfall. However, if
I:dentate-an foreak: were iffrovm ere ;„ •fe.-itcly.,verbe'
interspersed with annual acgsoultural crops, many
orthe adverse effects oil the weter I a ble would be
Ediciviated since no tie hall ties: arimucil rdinfall should
he skadsble for imoha rde unuer figs agriesktural
crops.
C30
'in 'dismay . a patcnisfeti. stela wits inagse
el forestry could be optimised ditch th a t it would
be posslble to grow the same volume of timber:
using irrigation On one nrih 10 one lentil of the Ifusici
ai ea leavingme rest for hainfed sgricuhure. There
may also be economic advantages to this type of
sel tense: d the plantations are to the pulp mills,
eete:$31,01:t Cee7,! eroTild minimmod. cinch could
liabe total bf oducuon costs.
The feasibility of such schemes is, cit course.
seneafty deredsdont on economic issues such sts
Ole value of water cmisurned in the production or
limber in salad= to the value of hie timber, and
the social impris Mat these schemes might small.
'Plisse social and economic dinfiglets are purrently
under consideration elsewhere.
Figure 42
Rainfall affects everyone
Data sources
In our temperate climate, rainfall is the
dominant input to the land phase of the
hydrological cycle. While temperature and
The UK has a good network of raingauges which
provide information about rainfall depths at individ-
ual points in space for a range of durations. The
last decade has seen the development of the UK
weather radar network, which gives a detailed
description of rainfall in both time and space, thus
offering a unique opportunity for basic research
into the science of the precipitation process and
its link with runoff response. This year saw the start
of the Hydrological Radar Experiment (HYREX)
Special Topic, described in detail in the section on
Flood forecasting  and tigiather radar
How many storms make an event?
It is tempting to envisage a one-to-one relation-
ship between storms and flood events. Figure 43
comes from a study of flood response times on
small catchments. and shows  concurrent  water level
variations for six catchments of varied Etnd use and
underlying geology, near Luton (Figure 41). It is
clear that the number of runoff events generated
over the four-day period is strongly influenced by
wind interfere from time to time, rainfall
is the meteorological variable that
demands our attention most often. Will it
rain today? Will rainfall this winter
replenish reservoirs and aquifers? Will
there be a flood? The complexity of
rainfall, its variability and intermittency
in time and space, matte it difficult to
monitor, challenging to forecast, and
problematic to put bounds on.
Rainfall has long been the subject of
experimental measurement and statistic-
al analysis. However, atmospheric
processes are still not sufficiently well
understood to meet all of society's
interests in rainfall prediction. Most
requirements fall into one of two categ-
ories: the estimation of long-term
extremes (e.g.  for the design of structures
to control or withstand flooding) and the
estimation of  present and future  rainfall
intensity (e.g. for public information,
irrigation management, or real-time
forecasting of floods).
the response characteristics of the particular
catchment. Thus it is  appreciable rainfall  over a
pehod of time  relevant  to the particular catchment
that determines floodformation: this may represent
an extreme storm. several storms in quick
succession, or a less extreme rainfall episode
occurring when the catchment is unusually Jape for
flood production. Catchrnent 4 shows a "partial
contributing area" effect, with rapid runoff from an
urban area close to the basin outlet, but — on this
occasion — no response from the highly perme-
able chalk areas.
It all depends  ...
A  group specialising in studies of Flood and Storm
Hazard has broken new ground in the assessment
and mod.elling of dependence in rainfall extremes.
inter-site dependence arises because extreme
rainfall events are often spatially extensive and are
gauged at more than one site. Similarly, temporal
dependence arises because many rainfall events
presenting an extreme accumulation over one
duration (e.g.  six  hours) appear also in longer-
duration extremes (e.g. one day) al the same site.
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Indexing dependence
Figure 45 illustrates an empirical measure of
dependence which is proving particularly useful
The lowest curve represents the typical rainfall
frequency relationship in a district obtained by
pooling long-term annual maximum I-day rainfall
data from several sites.
Data are standardized before pooling to take
account of systematic differences between sites,
such as those winch are due to orographic effects.
Derivation of the pooled frequency curve assumes
that, in other respects the extreme values
observed at each site are identically distributed.
In some applications, the hypothesis is made that
the standardized annutd maxima follow a
Generalised Extreme Value (GlEg distribution.
The distribution is fitted to the data using a regional
version of the method. of probability-weighted
moments Related statistics, milled her( snest
are useful in conttimmg that a proposed pooling
maTkes sense and that the choice of distribution is
reasonable.
The middle curve in Ficare no renresenrs the
frequency relationship for the netn/ark maxHram
rainfall This derives from the annual maximum
series at tne largest atandardtsed rainfall observed
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Urban: 0%
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by the network ol N sites. In the absence of
dependence, a theoretical result shows this
frequency curve to lie a distance In N to the left of
that of the parent GEV disiribiltlion in practice
because of the partial dependence in rainfall
extremes, the network maximum curve falls
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between the ?Molly dependent (netmax = !fooled)
and the wholly independent (netmax indmax)
cases Its relative position therefore indexes the
degree of dependence in the rainiall extremes at
the N sines
Applications
initially, the Institute developed dependence
models to solve the rather esoteric problem of
assessing the collective risk of experiencing an
extreme rainfall at one or more of a nehvork of sites.
However, the research has matured to further
applications, including the solution of an old and
important problemi how do you estimate ihe 1000
or 10.000-year rainfall extreme (required for
reservoir safety design) from gauged record
lengths of only 1010 100 years?
!Thoughts of long-term climatic change are avoided
by defining the T-year extreme as the event that
has an annual exceedance probabtlity of NI
[(mag]na shalang !bur chs8 diRtuduty, on your birth-
day SOccrtg 24 xpald nave an anima; exceeciance
strobarphry of 111296 This high,za resort' could
/rapjoen nerd year, • on Me eCtrer hand, you 788:./kihave
to ake for 893 years tz have an even chance of the
experience/I The route to achieving consistent
estimates of very rare events is to pooi data from
many sites This has been extended in recent
research to consider porTing rainfall extremes data
both from a group of sites and for a range of
durations.
Alternatives to poojing are far less attractive Undue
extrapolation of frequency curves fitted to data
from individual sites or durations inevitably leads
to inconsistencies in estimates, e.g. inferred 2-day
maxima falling short of inferred 1-day maximal
Scope for contradiction is reduced by choosing a
Too many droughts?
7-...sses;:.tingthe rarity; of droughts may st firat s tghr
scent a rather different problem Supply
companies are reluctant to impose restrictions op
uater use and befme dorng so most ciontaince
customers and regulators that the drought is
exceptional in such circumstances it is usuai
mu) to tong-term ran -ifs:it data as an independent
arbiter to demonstrate that the problem arises
from nature rather than mismanagement:
Tables provided by the Met Office aiimat return
period assessments to be made for accumulations
over a certain 'duration from a fixed staring date
(e.g five months beginMpg in March) Despite
caveats. these assessments are often misMter
preted Thus a drought is characterized by the
severest extreme thrown up in art analysis of
monthly data - i e. the rainfali accumulation at a
particular site, beginning in a particuiar month, that
yields the highest return period This is done
without regard for me fact that the resource is not
uniquely sensitive to this choice of chu-ation and
starting month
The approan to be taken in new research is to
use a dependence model tc estimate tne annual
scilasaisve risk of experiencing a T-year rainfall
minimum for one or more of the combinations of
durations and galling months. that are relevant to
the security of the water cssource
A matter of fractal?
A fracTal is a structure that exhibits a' isimilarrity
over a range of scales Two areas jn which fractal
methods show particular promise are in studying
stream networkes end rainfall patterns. But can
fractals do more than provide a neat summary of
structure?
COisaggregation of rainfall" has become an
important quest for hydrologists. The problem is
important if modelling the land surfaceiatmosphere
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interaction within Global Climate Models is to be
advanced. Given an average value of rainfall in
time or space, is it possible to constnict cpeater
detail in time or space? The answer would appear
to be "yes', if it suffices that the generated detail
is realistic rather than real. However, there is
uncertainty as to how it will be possible to constrain
generated rainfall fields (m. spatially griddled
valu.es) so that they are consistent froin cone time.
interval to Me next.
A research project at the Institute has compared
the temporal structure of environmental variables
— such as rainfall wind and temperature — using
long records of high-resolution data. The study has
assessed the adjustment factors necessary to
correct extreme values for discretization errors. Am
example of a discretization effect is where the
Interest is in 24-hour extremes (from any starting
time) but an analysis must lae content with daily
data (Porn a fixed starting time, e.g. 0900
The project has found that the correction factor of
l. IIused in the UK to adjust for chscretization
effects in maximum rainfall estimation, is too low:
the factor applied in other countries (typically 1. 1.3
or t .14) also appears low. Rainfall is an exception-
ally erratic and intermittent variable. Discretization
corrections required for other variables such as
wind speed and ag- temperature have been found
to be more modest.
It is reasonable to expect the chscretization effect
to be linesed to the relative 'roughness" of the
environmental thne-series, to which fractal dimen-
sion provides a natural index, The fractal dimension
is conveniently estimated from the slope of the
temporal variogram or structure function. Self-
similarity is mdicated lay a linear structure function
at small lag times, and Is seen from Figure 46 to be
more readiy discernilale for wind speed than for
rainfall
The wind speed data (Figure 4,5a) show self-
similarity over the range two to seven hours. Data
with a higher temporal resolution would be
respired to demonstrate the extent to which "scat-
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hag" behaviour extend.s below two hours. Linearity
within the structure function is less convimcgig for
rainfall (Figure 46b). Analysis of many rainfall
series of different time resolution has lent support
to file argument that rainfall is multifractal,
exhibiting self-similarity but in a less simple
fashion.
It has been found that fraotal dimension provides
a broad guide to the extent to which corrections
for discretization are needed in the analysis of
eat:moms. The correction factor in Figure 47 is that
required when estimatMg 24-hour extremes from
daily data. The emaromnental variables shown are
aggregations (for rainfall) and means (for wind
speed and air temperature), although the project
has also considered some sampled seees, i.e.
regular instantaneous measurements such as
hourly sea level observations.
Assessment of discrenzation errors for inecrislariy
sampled series has yet to be resolved. This m.ay
be hriportam in enforcing compliance with
conditions for effluent discharges to rivers.
•.4
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• Wind speed
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11 Air temp. (mini.)
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Flood forecasting and weather radar
Figure 48 The London Flood
Warning Centre
(Photo: National Riven Authority
Thames Region)
Deaths from flooding worldwide exceeded
100 thousand over the quarter century
ending in 1990 but as many as three
quarters of a billion lives were distressed
or disrupted in some other way. These
statistics reveal that of all natural disasters
flooding affects the greatest number of
people on the planet Earth. Control of
flooding by structural measures, such as
the building of flood alleviation dams and
embankments, will never achieve absolute
protection from flood risk. The building of
entbankments along the Mississippi has
demonstrated this fact in a dramatic
manner this year by showing how
embankments reduce the frequency of
flooding but increase the damage when
The River Flow Forecasting System
An initial alert of possible flooding can be based
on actual measurements of heavy rainfall from a
raingauge network and from weather radars It can
also be based on forecasts of rainfall derived from
weather radafs, from synoptic analyses and from
mesoscale models. More precise information, for
Use as a basis of flood warning to specific localities,
requireshydrological and hydrodynamic models
capable of forecasting the rising water level at
many locations within a single river basin, or across
a whole region with several river networks: The
complexity of the forecasting and. flood warning
dissemination task demands that automated
systems are developed to coordinate and provide
failure eventually occurs In many
instances more cost-effective alleviation
of flooding can he achieved through flood
warning or a combination of flood
protection and warning. The Institute is
at the forefront of research and develop-
ment of flood forecasting systems and is
responsible for the implementation of a
number of schemes in operation in the UK
and overseas. In 1992 it was awarded a
British Computer Society medal in
recognition of the excellence of the River
Flow Forecasting System (RETS)
developed with Logica Ltd and the
National Rivers Authority for flood
warning and day-to-day management of
Yorkshire's rivers
simple support to assiet decision-making under
conditions of uncertainty.
The RFFS provides a generic River Flow Fore-
casting System which can coordinate the task of
flood forecast constriction for both simple and
complex river networks. The first implementation
of the FITS provided forecasts at some 150 loca-
tions within the 13.500 he' region of Yorkshire,
England. This system operated on a trial basis from
February 1992 and by April 1993 the experience
gained was sufficient to allow forecasts upstream
of York to be used for routine flood warning.
The versatility of the RITS was demonstrated
through its use as the basis of the White Cart Water
Flood Forecasting System: this small system
provides flood warning to the southern part of
Glasgow, Scotland. and involves six forecast points
supported by telemetry of six river gauging and
four raingauge sites. This application demonstrates
how the kernel software is largely machine
independent (transferable from a VAX to a Data
General computer) and suitable for both large,
regional warning schemes and small catchment
situations. Most recently the system was trans-
ported to a UNIX workstation to provide forecasts
at sites in a 70 km' basin in the New Territories,
Hong Kong. A further UNIX application is proposed
for the 27,000 km" Anglian Region of England
where nearly 600 locations have been identified
as needing forecasts, the majority for flood warning
but also for managing water transfers and Licensing
at lower flows. The aim in this case is to provide a
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unified Windows-based environment for water
management during floods, droughts and pollution
incidents. Extension to water quality is clearly
possible given the generic nature of the system s
central information control algorithm and is the
subject of an ongoing study.
Spatial variability and weather
radar
Progress in real-time flow forecasting has been
constrained by the use of point estimates of rainfall
obtained front an often sparse network of rain-
gauges. Weather radar's ability to estimate rainfall
continuously over space now provides an excitino
prospect for improvement of forecast accuracy.
The national radar network, operated by the LEK
Meteorological Office, has serviced well the
primary function of the daily weather report and
forecast: the visual Images of the spatial extent and
propagation of storms are now a familiar feature
of reporting on television. However, the need for
quantitative randall estimates for input to flood
forecasting models has not been so well met.
This led the institute to develop local methods for
radar calibration and forecasting, particularly in
collaboration with the National Rivers Authority's
London Flood Warning Centre located at Waltham
Cross. Here. the potential advantages of a local
radar calibration procedure were apparent hi that
data from some 30 gauges were available via
telemetry in addition to the five gauges used roy
cabbration at the radar see. The calibration proced-
ure developed for an area 60 lan sghare containing
up to 30 gauges provides, on averace, an improve-
ment in accuracy of 22 per cent relative to the
uncatibrated radar. The calibration system has
operated at the London Flood Warning Centre
Since March 1989,
The success of this calibration study was followed
by a radar rainfall forecasting project. This
developed a Forecasting procedure which infers
the speed and direction of movement from two
time-displaced radar images and these are used,
with the current image, as the basis of forecasting.
The algorithm outperforms not only a persistence
(no-change) forecast but also the national
FRONTIERS rainfall forecasts. The latter comple-
ments the local method in providing forecasts for
longer lead times when the local method, based
on a single radar, suffers horn exhaustion of the
field being advected forward. This system has
operated at the London Flood Warning Centre
since November I 99 .
The above developments created two distinct but
uncoupled. tools wherebir weather radar can be
used to bolter support ifood warnnito The forecast-
ing study also produced algorithms to preprocess
the radar data to suppress transient clutter and to
remove more permanent anomalies. due to
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blockages in the radar beam. A clear need existed
to integrate these preprocessing. calibration and
forecasting procedures ynthai a single integrated
Hydrological RADar system and as a result the ITT
HYRAD system was conceived Tile kernel to the
system comprises the above procedures together
with a post-processor to derive catchment average
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Figure 50 The effect of the
number of gauges on rainfall
estimation accuracy: the
results wereaveraged over
13 events
rainfall time series dare (utilising digitised
catchment boyendary data) and an interface Je the
River Row Forecasting System
Network Design Study
The value if weather radar to provide a continuous
estimate of the rainfall field over space is well
apPreciated in qualitative terms I-MY-ever v-hen
quantitative rainfall estimates are required, for
example for flood forecasting, the more accurate
point estimates Of rainfall from a network of record-
ing raingauges can also be of great value. Clearly
a combination of the spatial detail provided by
radar and the point accuracy offered by rain-
gauges provides a means of deriving better
quantitative estimates of rainfall over a region. A
recent investigatien explored how rainfall estima-
tion accuracy is affected by raingauge networks
of differing density, thereby obtaining guidance
on the optimal number of raingauges to combine
with a weather radar to achieve a given level of
accuracy.
A total of 13 events between June 1990 and April
1991were selected for study, for which measure-
ments were available from a corrunon network of
44 gauges. So-called 'design networks' were
created from this base network containing prog-
ressively fewer gauges. Gauges were selected for
deletion to create a network at the next density
level based on first identifying the pair of gauges
with the smallest inter-gauge di etance and deleting
the one which is nearest to any of the others. The
result is a set of 43 design networks containing from
44 to 2 gauges and varying in terms of mean
distance between gauges from 6.64 to 78.6 km.
Figure 50 shows the results obtained when the root
mean square estimate (rmse) criterion is pooled
across the 13 events and plotted against the
number of gauges in the design network A similar
multiquadratic surface fitting method was used to
infer the rainfall field from the gauge network alone,
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this tame Eek-ig the surface directly to the pace
measurements of rairegall The rmse remit:no from
this raingauge only' estimate as a function of
number of gauges in each designnetyork is shown
on the same figure. Finally the TM-tee calculated
esing th treidareenly' rpinfafil etetmnarpwnri .tritheut
using raMgauges for ceilbradon. is also displayed
'Tice figure suggests that as mercy? as 30 gauges are
require-d before the accuracy of the uncalibrated
radar car be achieeed ea-at-alert to a spacing of
9.2 lcn between rat-nuances. The accuracy of the
calibrated radar continues to increase with
increasing numbers of gauges but at a progress-
ively dimensItmg rate. This information might be
used to support a choice of raingauge network to
be used in combination with a weather radar .
Amore detailed analysis on an event by event basis
reveals that there is considerable variation about
the average results anived at by pooling across
the 13 events. As a result, any recommendation
concerning an optimal number of calibrating
raingauges must be highly circumspect. Transient
factors influencing the optimal number include the
effect of bright-band due to melting precipitation
and the problem of beam-inEll (where the higher
radar beam elevation is used in place of the lowest
when this is blocked by local obstructions) associ-
ated with shallow rainfall-forming clouds. In such
conditions the value of radar is least and the
complementary role of raingauges greatest.
Radar rainfall forecast evaluation
study
Whilst an assessment of the II-I local radar and
Frontiers national rainfall forecasting systems had
been undertaken with reference to rainfall accur-
acy, this had not extended to an assessment in a
flood forecasting context A two-year study for the
NRA was completed in 1993 which assessed the
usefulness of rainfall forecasts in flood forecasting
models by simulating as nearly as possible the
operational situation that exists in UK flood warning
centres
The evaluation considered three rainfall-runoff
models of varying complexity applied to 30 storm
events over nine catchments in the Thames basin
with varied hydrological characteristics. Rainfall
input to the models derived either from raingauges
or -weather radar data in raw form, in raingauge
calibrated for Lu and in the form of forecasts derived
from the national Frontiers and Local Radar Rainfall
Forecasting systems. Whilst the Local Radar
Rainfall forecasting scheme applied to locally
calibrated data was shown to provide the best
performance overall, the improvement over a
single Markov chain method used as a baseline
was not significant, except for the smaller catch-
ments. However, the benefits of radar are likely to
be greater for catchments less well endowed with
ramgauges than was the Thames basin.
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Further guestiorts a.ddressed were the choice of
rakiffillaraioff model updating technique to use and
the sensitivity to radar data resolution and time
interval. The similarity of the three rainfall-runoff
models in their construction from a father small
set of model components was recognised. There
is a trade-off between model simplicity and ease
of application and model complexity giving greater
flexibility at the expense of parameter identii-
ability.
Ideally. model complexity should be matched to
hydrological model response through the use of
tailored models. The MIA (Probability Distributed
Moisture model) provided a compromise, ha giving
a reasonable level of flexibility whilst offering the
most resilient forecasts. The choice of updating
method was not clear-cut but generally state-
correction was better where non-linear soil
moisture effects dominate catchment response
whilst error-prediction had advaiilages where
inear, those of translation effects were important.
Lower radar resolution (3 bit, 5 km) had an effect
on radar recalibration at higher values but, given
their limited severity. the events considered in the
study failed to show much sensitivity in the model
forecasts. Use of an hourly time step, instead of 15
min, for Dow computation caused a sigAlcant drop
in performance, especially at lower lead times.
associated with the less frequent forecast updating.
HYREX: Hydrological Radar
Experiment
Over the last decade the UK has led the world in
the operational deployment of ground-based
weather radars and these are now routinely usect
to support forecasts of weather and river flooding.
However, enormous opportunities still exist for
basic and fundamental scientific research using
weather radar. A major constraint on the improved
understanding and mathematical description of
water movement in both the land and atmosphedc
phases of the hydrological cycle has been the
difficulty of making spatial measurements of
precipitation flux. Weather radar now provides the
means to measure precipitation, in different
phases, in both two and three dimensions,
providing an important opportunity to advance our
science. it is a.gainst this background and need for
more basic research that the Natural Environment
Research Council has formulated a Special Topic
Programme called =EX to address such issues.
Additional support in the form of infrastdicture has
been provided by the NRA; MATF. the Met. Office
and the water utilities. Six research awards have
been granted which will fund the use of radar to
investigate rainfall mea.surement usina new tybes
of radar, to formulate both stochastic and physics-
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based rainfall models at the hydrological scale and
to investigate catchment flow models and
processes supported by improved information on
rainfall input.
The Brue catchment in Somerset, draining an area
of 135 knE to Lovington. will provide a focus to
dYREX. A dense network of 53 ramgauges is
planned for completion towards the end of 1993;
ah automatic weather station has also been
installed. The catclunent is scsamed by three radars
(see Figure 51): a new Doppler Cidand radar at
Cobbacombe Cross, a conventional C-band radar
at Wardon and an experimental Doppler- dual-
polarisation Siband radar at Chilbolton A mobile
vertical pointina X-Iyand radar operated by the
University of Salford will also be deployed within
the catchment.
The Institute, iw collaboration wan the Tomt Centre
for Mesoscale Meteorology, is developMg a high
resolution rainfall model for very shortlerm fore-
casting based on simple cloud dynamics and
incorporating radar, Meleosat. synoptic climate
and radiosonde data. A second. study at Ill is
addfassfmg radarffainaauote network design issues
and rainfall field structure as it affects hydrological
response at the catchment scale, it is expected that
a snore fundamental understanding of radar rain-
fall measurement, ramfbil field structure and flow
response to rainfall will result from these HYREX
studies over the next three years.
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1992/93 A reminder of the UK's
vulnerability to hydrological stress
Figure 52 Hydrological
Summary for Great Britain
The impact of the very unusual weather
patterns which have characterised much
of the recent past has helped re-focus
attention on many of the issues at the
heart of hydrological research, and its
practical application, in the United
Kingdom. 1992/93 provided a clear
demonstration of our continuing vulnera-
bility to drought and floods. Man's ability
to exacerbate as well as ameliorate their
effects on both the community and the
aquatic environment underpins the
requirement for improved engineering
design procedures and water management
strategies. This need is given a greater
entphasis by the possibility that the
clustering of atypical hydrological events
in recent years may signal a continuing
period of climatic instability.
Hydrological monitoring  -  a
prerequisite for decision making
The Institute of Hydrolog-y and British Geologica.I
Survey jointly operate a national hydrological
monitoring programme on behalf of the Depart-
ment of the Environment and the National Rivers
Authority. It provides an important input to policy
development and a valuable stimulus for research
L
River Kennel near Avebury (Photo Nell Campbeh-Shatp)
initiatives. As part of the programme, initiated early
in 1989 as a response to developing drought
conditions, reports on rainfall, river flows, ground-
water levels and reservoir contents throughout
Great Britain are published monthly* (see Figure
52). The reports form the basis of a range of
briefing notes, articles and technical papers aimed
at increasing scientific and public awareness of
hydrological and water resources issues. Data held
on the National River Flow Archive ( rd)and Nation-
al Groundwater Level Archive (BGS) provide the
historical perspective within which the severity of
droughts or flood episodes can he assessed, both
archives are component databases in the National
Water Archive.
9? Copies of Ihese reports are avatiable on subsctiphon -
I:18 per year - from the Nahonal WaterArchlve Office
The drought
The remarkably protracted drought which at one
time or another affected much of western Europe,
can be traced back to the spring of 1988 in some
eastern areas of England. in meteorological terms,
the UK drought achieved its greatest severity
during the early spring of 1992. For England and
Wales as a whole, rainfall over the two years
beginning in March 1990 was remarkably low: only
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The transformation
Any post-drought recovery was clearly going to
pe protracted and probably very uneven. Given
the need to eenerate rises in groundwater level
from an exceptionally •low base irt the event, a
relatively wet sunnner 11-2 1902 produced moist
lowland soil conditions by the early autumn and
raised the prospect of a substantially extended
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The floods
Notwithstanding the relative dryness of some
eastern districts M 1992. Scotland registered its
second I-highest annual rainfall total Ln a 125-year
record; 1990 was considerably wetter, however,
in conhnon with parts of Scandinavia the recent
past has vdtnesseci exceptionally high runo[f from
many momeainous catchments. Winter runoff, from
the Highlands in particular, has shown a tendency
to increase over the last 20 years and spate
conditions have been common in the 1990s so far.
Over the post-1988 period the roost outstanding
of a number of notable flood events occurred in
mid-January 1992, follow:mg blizzard conditions
which left large accumulations of snow across much
of central and northern Scotland The passage of
successive warm fronts, web associated rainfall,
triggered a swift thaw which produced very rapid
increases in flows in Highland rivers. Record peak
flows were recorded at Baiguhidder in the
Trossachs, where the Institute of Hydrology's
experimental catchments provide a unique oppor-
tunity to sturdy the complex procesSes governing
upland flood propagation under such circum-
stances.
By the 1 Sth January, rivers draining most tributaries
of the Fuver Tay were in flooaon the follovAng day,
the Ballathie gauging station recorded a daily meam
flow of almost 2000 cumecs, surpassing the
previous highest on the National River Flow
Archive. Hundreds of properties were flooded,
mosey in Perth where the Tay rose to its highest
Imown level since I St 4. floodplain inundation was
very extensive and there was severe disruption to
transport.
Particular attention was directed to this very
damaging flood episode because only three years
had elapsed since the last major flood on the Ta.y.
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The relatively dose juxtaposition of two
outstanding flood events — both comfortably
surpassing the prernous highest hn a record from
1952 — has greatly reduced the expected frequen-
cy of events which were hitherto considered very
rare (Figure 56). Figure 57 suggests that the return
period of a 2000 cumec flood has reduced to
around. 100 years. Significant variations in return
periods with increa.sing record length are to be
extpected hut changes of this magnitude illustrate
the sensitivity of flood frequency analyses to
extreme events, even when using comparatively
long flow records.
Increased flooding hi Scotland and the lowland
drought in England are manifestations of the greatly
accentuated rainfall gradient across Britain which
has been a feature of most of the last five years.
Time together with the elevated temperatures and
exceptional evaporation rates over the 1989-92
period. exhibits a degree of consistency with some
favoured — but still tentative — climate change
scenarios. However, UK weather patterns are
MMerently capricious and the recent extensions in
the recorded ramge of runoff and recharge rates
are insufficient to establish  any  firm trend towards
new climatic territory. The effect of any such trend.
on flow regimes is likely to be accentuated or
masked by changes in land use or patterns of water
exploitation. This serves to re-emphasise the
impoilance both of hydrometric measurement and
hydrological research in providing the scientific
foundation upon which innovanare and environ-
mentally sensitive water management strategies
can be developed.
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Hydrological software
a new vehicle for technology transfer
Figure 58 Alicro-FSR can
generate a T-year rainfall
and the probable
maximum precipitadon
The Institute of Hydrology wants its
research findings to be used as widely as
possible. We aim to transfer appropriate
scientific expertise and knowledge to a
wide range of academic, industrial and
Governmental users. For many years
hydrological instrument development has
placed the results ofTE research into the
hands of practitioners and other researchers.
Automatic Weather Stations, multi-sensor
hydrometeorological equipment to give
direct measurement of evaporation and a
wide range of systems for improved
measurement of water in soils have been
produced. Now the Automatic Weather
Station concept is being extended to
provide an Automatic Soil Water Station, an
advance made possible by the development
of a reliable capacitance method which
determines soil moisture by measuring the
soil's dielectric constant.
A Hydrological Software group was formed in 1989
specifically to explore the development of user-
friendly, attractive software packages for micro-
computers, encapsulating scientific methodologies
•
One new route for promoting the results
of hydrological research is through the
production and sale of original software.
Previous Annual Reports have recorded
the development, by TB and ICL jointly,
of a complete system of hardware, soft-
ware data and services to serve advanced
data-handling requirements of major
water industry players. Smaller software
packages, suitable for a wide range of
operational and training purposes but
aimed at the microcomputer user, have
also been prepared with great success.
Products chosen for the market place are
developed within a quality management
system, to achieve a software tool best
suited for hydrological practitioners.
Hydrological knowledge developed in the
Institute is thereby transferred to many
outside organisations through each
software product, encouraging its use in
engineering, planning and education.
and techniques researched at . the institute. Since
its formation the Hydrology Software section has
succeeded in transferring products to over 500
outlets: in this process it has generated £500,000
for improvements and new software development.
The provision of software has instigated a two-way
communication with users and has stimulated a
transfer of ideas back to the institute including
areas for further research.
Six major softwaxe packages make up the portfolio
of 1992/93 Institute of Hydrology Professional
Software products. These are:
• HYDATA — a Hydrological database and
analysis suite of progxams
• I-DXF/AP — an annual maximum frequency
analysis program
• HYRROM — a conceptual rainfall runoff model
• Micro-FSR — a design flood estimation program
• QUASAR — a DEC VAX-based water quality
model
• GRITS - a groundwater information processing
system
The existing software packages are supported
through a help desk, and axe maintained with a
programme of development to expand the scientif-
ic functionality, and to improve user interfaces to
keep pace with the industry standards.
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1992 saw the release of version 2 of Micro-FSR,
providing users with an updated computer-based
package for implementing the design Hood estim-
ation methods described in the Hood Sludies
Report and subsequent supplements, originally
published by the National Environment Research
Council in 1975 Trik new version of Micro-FSR
incorporates new sections to include the rei.uing
of a hydrograph through a reseurolii for spillway
desftpe and sediment routing through a balancing
pond. Figure 63 shows some screen captures of
Micro-FSR v2 0
A new version of FIX DATA and several uhlttres to
aid data transfer have been developed. An up-
grade •to HYTRAN has improved this •particular
utility to help transfer data from many outside
sources automatically into IT/GATA. FKKESTA
enables the 'provision of data from HYDATA to the
National Wafer Ad-chive at ud. providing a batch
option to help those wishing to transfer informanon
on a regular basis HYDATA is now at the core of
the National hydrological archive in nine countries
with additional regional and project based
databases.
This year, ODA have supported provision to the
SADC countries of Africa in tiduisuit of a standard-
ised data collection process. to underpin regional
hydrological research. By tire end of lOOT it is
expected that HYDATA will be available throughout
roost of Southern and Eastern Africa as the National
Water Archive. The map (Figure ftel) outlines areas
of the world using REDATA.
Ed is actively developing new software for water
quality database and modelling systems in
response to the need.s of the OE water industry.
During the year staff developed and. installed a
prototype water quality detabase in Papua New
Guinea. The database was configured to facilitate
data. management to local requirements, and
trahnog Was provided for the Bureau of •Water
Resources in its use. The newly developed data.-
base runs on PCs under Wlirdows 3.0 and 3.1., and
has the ability to store all types of water quality
information.
The powerful graphics facilities in HYQUAL make
this program very/ user-friendly so that it can be
used to organise and present water quality data lir
a manner which is easily assimilated by non-
technical managers Now that IT/QUAL is available
in Papua New Guinea, the potential for carrying
out adequate studies of water EFL:ably is avail
able for the first time Tire Mid:Mahon of the data-
base also provides a stimulus to collect more data
in a systematic manner, thus providing a better
understanding of tire significant water quality
ixoblenis facing that country.
ha January i 993 NI held :As first Software Open Da/
ThN was intended to prcvide current users. And
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other intere.sted parties, with the opportunity to
investigate the full range of professional software
products at first hand. Over 100 visitors saw dem•
onstrations of the software, and discussed the
underlying hydrological principles hr workshop
sessions. There was also the chance to provide
mput to future software developments through
discussion of scientific requirements, and to
preview software soon to he released
The day proved to be very successful with a wide
Kongo of interesting and useild suggestions from
our visitors, including offers of 'beta' testers for
new software (i.e. volunteers to test new software
in an operational envirormrent), and discussion and
solution of user's problems 'on the spot'. It was also
a golden oppokunity for visitors to examine the
suitability of the packages for novel hyeftelogical
applications surd to discuss their use with the
scientist suppoqing the product.
Training, aimed at providing new owners of hydro-
logical software with art understandmg of its oper-
ation and a detailed knowledge of the underlying
hydrology encapsulated within, ensures the most
appropriate use Several trainlirg courses have
been run., pafticularly irr. support of users lir the UK
water inclushy (see Appendix 8).
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The Land-Ocean Interaction Study
a new NERC initiative
Figure 61 The LOIS river
basins study area showing
major field monitoring sites
The links between the terrestrial and
marine environments are the focus of a
major new NERC initiative, the Land-
Ocean Interaction Study (LOIS). The
Institute of Hydrology has a major role in
this five-year collaborative multi-
disciplinary programme. Very little is
known about the flux of materials from
British rivers into the seas as the lower
ends of our river systems have not been
extensively instrumented for measurement
of flow or water quality. For instance,
accurate estimations of sediment output
from large British rivers are not yet
possible. Similarly, little is known of the
chemistry of the material and the trans-
formations which occur in transport from
freshwater to saline systems. However,
many of the pollutant problems in coastal
areas relate to land-derived contaminants
which are conveyed to the coast by river
The overall objectives of LOIS are
• To characterise and measure the fluxes of
energy and materials into the coastal zone
from river basins, the atmosphere and ocean,
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systems. Improved understanding of past
and present transport will also make
possible the development of large-scale
river basin models to predict the impacts
of natural and man-made environmental
changes over the next 50-100 years.
• To identify and quantify the physical, chemical
and biological processes which govern these
fluxes;
• To provide a long-term perspective of these
fluxes through the Holocene;
• To initiate the development of coupled land-
ocean models to predict impacts of
environmental change.
LOIS began in early summer 1992. The
programme is a significant UK contribution to the
International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme
(IGBP) and Land-Ocean Interactions in the Coastal
Zone (LOICZ). This report summarises the main
activities which make up the river research within
LOIS. Until now hydrological, sediment, chemical
and biological research studies have usually been
carried out separately. LOIS will integrate this
research more than has ever been possible before.
For the first time, intensive and coordinated
monitoring will be carried out on a wide range of
substances, moving down through river basins to
estuaries and the coast. This opens up an important
new scientific opportunity, to obtain mass transport
figures for British rivers. It will be possible to link
hydrological, sediment and pollution events
routinely for the first time. Similarly, detailed data
collection wlll enable scientists to validate a range
of hydrological models to determine fluxes and
how they will alter with changes in land use,
industrial inputs or climate.
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• Sediment -- mainly suspended sediment
physical characteristics Ruch as partido rise
disiribmion dUC3bion lo chernicat and
rnoloclloll proper ies•
• Biological -- Itve wrid orgazilsrns
nrinytoplankton, bacteria, InLicrophms)
• Chemical — major ione pfi ulkidinily,
nitrogen silkson and phosphorus compounds
dissolved and paniculate organic carben irpn
it sr:CI-a: grid alimmitir ti
• Contaminants — setoff:Mal heatefinderdie
representative pollutants Mini among
microoritanisfils
in collaboration is-
universities. livet conc oil: 7 being abeitsull ti-
ed: the sources and delivery of material to the
channel. wahm-channel storage and transforma-
tions. Remote sensing and catchment modelling
hytirelogisally erwer- witortmeinogrein- •  •• - - --
chansuel-based hociels will huh- integrated. pdrfiy
within existing InsUtute istydiology HIS Rysterns.
This work will be related to the long-term perspec-
tive provided by geological siudieR and very
closely histaal to the LOIS estuarhe and eithistar.
lb:Rumen Somo of kie insuorteet teller-neon of this
program:he iire described fn Further detail below.
Sediment transport studies
Most iltitish ni edinsem haye
carried out on small. scale -able
predominantly in the West of Rt-itain lise regurred
naterallty of systellkale flow-related measurement
oi' soctimeatflux from d large number pf large-scale
catchments m pfox»milv to 33333331dribe 3.3133ii
coastal systems has no: been gamins out berths
The study of substances (such as contaminants)
which attach to the particulate makes is at an early
stagy Interactions between biological and physical
dynamics are :Mai not well undoistoom Those
kg-modem scientific gnus:ions are libinio d(idres.i
by KLIS.
Water chemistry monitoring
A imde range othienients is being monitored. Ting
permits the chemical ringermaming 01 hydro•
chemical processes and the understanding of
Linkage and separation between hydrologicah
stedirimint transporr inorganic srei biological
tate phases is extremely imirol hint in modelling
the processes along the river systems and in
desoriTing fluxes to manages. Ifout fie monitoring
la expected to raimMe new inkmination about
ay-inn anct igembrum changes In eferment
compositions( whether se-ninon or tidsorlaedCi;
sediment part:Mee Thu is one of the,few oppoi
tunikes for a field sampling programme to be
iraimineiy, linker( to modelling requirements:
phyliersite. modelling elcen tires oftec. neiSi ed. Miter.'
3:»bt chemises( information culls:M(6d fish other
reasons Mig. for wakes quality corments).
Figure 62
ngure 63 Use of the WIS
database in the LOIS river
basins datacentre
The database, remote sensing
and GIS
The LOIS programme will require — and will
generate — very large data sets. A LOIS River
Basins Datacentre has been established at the
Institute. This centre will contain data on time series
chemistry. hydrology and meteorology for the East
Coast rivers. It will also hold extensive spatial
databases such as the digitised river network,
HOST (-Hydrology Of Soil Types) and land use data.
With this information it will be possible to establish
dynamic models which also take accOunt of spatial
variability.
The GIS system ARGOINFO will be used to manip-
ulate spatial databases and the IH Sormare System
WIS will manage the total database. These data
management techniques provide powerful tools for
model development. They also proVide the means
for LOIS researchers in other institutes and
universities to access the data and the model
simulation results.
Remote sensing of land cover and river corridors
will be barried out using an advanced Compact
Airborne Spectrographic Imager system (CASB
dedicated to the LOIS programme. It is anticipated
that the experience and Imowledge gained will
help considerably to advance the interpretation of
remotely-sensed river imagery.
al the remporal spatal scales amid resent
thiveraites ahri he IDA  it
cure sto dy area wlii be more extensive amid
complex ha= ever before anerncied for Kritsn
river basin ese arctl
Integrated modelling
Given the complex. dpriamic andmutt:disc:pi:hairy
nature of the LOIS project it is trievitable that
models will play a major role. Models allow an
assessment of the processes controffing dynamic
behawdour and will be operated at a number of
different time scales_
The objectives of the modelling are
• to identify the catchment-scale hydrological
and other controls upon flux of water and
associated materials to channels:
• to understand the processes controlling the
behaviour of key water quality deterrninands,
sediments and biological systems
• to assess the impacts of land use and climate
change upon river flows and water quality:
• to provide simulated time-series data for river
flow and water quality from dyer to estuary/
coastal systems.
LOIS integrated model development is building
upon existing IH expertise in hydrological and
water quality modelling. Models developed within
indipadual process studies will be combined with
channel and distributed models to produce an
integrated model which links spatial and temporal
databases, within a GIS format, compatible with
Model development in the estuaries and coasts
components of LOIS. The large volume of Wide-
ranging time-series data will provide an opportun-
ity for integrated model development at spatial
scales not previously attempted in the UK.
The broad range of catchrnent types included in
the core programme will permit spatial extrapola-
tion of the modelling to many other British river
basins. The historical reconstruction and predictive
capabilities, built up from advanced process
understanding at a range of spatial and temporal
scales, will also be an innovative development.
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Appendix 1 Finance
Sources of income
The STsTourare sh.c-hrs :seurof-ces of The
insht-Lite.sl-sooree Cs-
TSCCCSISC IC 1992:93
1985/86 86/87 87/88 88/89 89/90 90/91 91/92 92/93
£m
8
m  Miscellaneous
Private
• Public
• Government, other
• EC
6
ODA
• N RA
DoE
• MAFF
• TIGER, LOIS + special4 El Science budget
2
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Moore. R V & Tindall C 1 (992) WIS
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(iv) Instrument provision/installation 1992/93
The luilwumen1 Section protildes a 7/1de range of dal» cap are sysfems Lair the exounmeiltar
this institute and also, through an NETC Automata: Weather Station Poo), supports isitkifies fgaimsa
Insntutions uncierlatang hydraloctical research.
April /992
Water qualiD flow proportional sampling system
Suzface capactrance probe ter Wellesboume
HYDRA and AVIS for meteorological site
Surface temperature logging system for FIAPEX-Sabel
Seven DCP systems for Brazil
New asOrated screen profile and PAR systen for Brazil
Four Sigma-T systems for Niger
May
Four Skilna-T systems for Brazil
Water quality station at Rosemont-Id
Surface capacitance probe for Niger
Four AWS systems for TIGER HAPEX-Sahel
Four surface beat flux togging systems, TIDER HAPEX-Sahel
Juno
Four llyDRAs fof Niger
Lyn linanne llow gauging structure installed
Capacitance ii”obeaccess tube installation equiornen .t for Niger
ASWS-I at Newbury for ERS
ASWS- at Cnolviai ie for ERST
Moritorzsg system for forcist road, Bali/pin older
july
Two HYDRAs for Brazil
interception gauges for Brazii
Automatic tensiometers for Wyllaam site
Runoff system for Wytharia site
Marmot lensiorneters for Wytharn site
Second surface capacitance probe for Ximbabwe
Tluee surface impacillunce probes for Niger. ERS- etc.
'Dive surface capacitance probes for Brazil
:logos(
HYDRA and AWS for Pnailinion
ASV/ST for National Rivers Authority
A ugust
Eight NERO-pool AWS systems provid danstalied
Pllesiailibei
Two surface dis ins logic:ling pressure Ira( isOracero Wylisam
Pressule transducer and float system for stage back-up Plyrilimon
Four pressuse transducer slogo back-up systems FlynBmon
Heal aziga back y n Plyiliolsou
Two surface copsiczance probes and qt.:mimed:A kit, Kenya
AWS with downwind Kipp and soil hedt flux sensors Plynlitnon
Eigitxuen suction imimples eight in field lysdniste,::;
Tiass )f !assure it Gniolucei Xenmorneler g',T,SilM, blOCk
Wythum
Surface r unoff. Wythom
45' access rube installaticsi iilapin
ASV'S Ic Statkosi-S.-lh" - C 1.111 - I TIN ill
Docetribor
Aden ionc teriskilnetez Din Covz
Logcnna sysiern tor deep tts Mae-gars Silocend
Surface water cxx-Liera In masonry, Builduku Reser tistaishs!unent
xiv
January 1993
Secouil ASITISTI Distillation for NBA proles.
Islocilzzation PATS loggers, St banissi
Repair of autonumc sarrtpler urat, Ply
Two zilessure transducer tensiometer syster Is tested I
Fosenround
PreSsUra transducer ioroi iome tei sulibraliziat ril
installation
Tnyee NERO-pool AWS systernu provided/installed
liTtProV,I,r,ents tio on IHSdre ,:e111,:”..riel=1Sy:EitEeffi
reic/7-1, 11/
'.1:1-1:111.1Tef! P tteitos
Faso compact ourtago copicilia“.e prober:
ivizant it is
Manufacti Ire cab Mal ion and testil g of seven 1 2m
kreiNnariC11 ce-thralicu, testing snd =LadsLion on nusi gus
rano logging systetos lar IiLe BOREAS ekpesrancii it in Cars L
Manufacti tie ol neutron probe inotallanon er.n uipmell
Instalissildi ()I AWS, tnasr level and rainfall logging syo drio. s
tu.be l.ar capackdace probe. lersey
Manufacture of !O fluilla'Syiifl [Dee seism» ai rays F.IE itstIon
Two SCIlls fer ABRAtTaDSOrr,":(2.d:. Brazil
Abbreviations
ASV:IS = SO 11 bi.ta  Eaden
AWS Autcaulic weather stilton
DOT = Data sell-nilion rotirfrcrc
IRT = inta Rod . lierniotri etat
PAR_ Photosynthetically /Mutsu Radiition
scip a surface Capacitance hiserdon Probe
non
instailctiorL Fd
to
•tire
Appendix 4 Research projects
The institute  of Hydrology  is a component body of the UK Natural Environment Research Council. Its science
contributes to the integrated research programmes of the Terrestnal and Freshwater Sciences Directorate,
involving four other institutes and several untversty amts. IN research in 1992/93 comprised more than 180
directed and commmioned prolects  across six of the intendisciplinary programme areas of TTSD.
Programme 2  —  Land Use, Agriculture and
the Environment
Strathspey environmental research
-Hydrological aspects of Environmental Assessment
Programme 3  —  Global Environmental
Change
Surface and boundary layer measurements. Sahel
Joint fluxes in tropical forests
Understanding SVATS for global modelling
Macromodelling (TIGER111)
Automatic weather station. Wytham site
Hydrological impacts modelling (TIGER IV)
Biome change as a climatic feedback
Tropical Rainforest Processes
ABRACOS: micrometeorology and climatology
ABRACOS: plant physiology and soils
ABRACOS: Tropical rainforest processes
Climate change
Impact of climate change on water resources
Extreme event hazard reduction
Impact of climate change on terrestrial ecosystems
Climate change and water resources in East Africa
Implications of climate change for the NRA
CLIMEX - climate change experiment
Programme 4  —  Water Management and
Hydrological Extremes
Land-river interactions
Physical habitat simulations in rivers (PI IABSIM)
Ecologically acceptable flows
Habitat modification and nistrearn flow requirements
Expeirimental  catchments
Plynlimon water use
Effect of clear felling on upland runoff
Impacts of npanan wetlands on stream chemistry .
Water resources and afforestation in Scotland
Fluvial geomorphology
Conservation management of wetlands
Effects of agricultural soil erosion on water courses
Hydrological evaluation of Cobbinshaw Moss
Erosion of forest roads
River Creed weir survey
Caimgorms Environmental Change Network
The protection of East Anglian wetlands
Catchment data
Plynhinon data water information system
Hydrological modelling
Physically based modelling. the 11-1 Distributed Model
Systeme Hydrologique Europeen (SIIE) Model
Real-time forecasting of river flows
Distributed hydrological and hydrochemical models
Yorkshire river flow forecasting system
Variations in storm rainfall over London
Modelling nitrate leaching to surface waters
Weather radar and storm & flood hazard
White Cart flood forecasting system
Distributed flood forecasting models
Anglian flow modelling system
Development of improved methods of snowmelt forecasting
Radar software for Beckton/Crossness catchment model
ROES: river quality forecasting system
Storms, floods and radar hydrology
Consultancy, UK
Minor repayment studies
Sub-surface exploration contracts
Cransley Lodge hydrological monitoring study
Impact assessment of proposed Roding barrage
Expert advice on floods
Disposal of PFA/FGD in mine/gravel pit workings.
Nottingham. UK
Jersey catchment study
Jersey time series computation
River Roding fluvial/tidal flood study
Consultancy, Overseas
Future water supply str ategy. APC Jordan
Support services for overseas repayment studies
Real-ume flood forecasting - Hong Kong
North Yemen water resources master plan
Water balance of Lake Victoria
World Flood Study - Phase Ill
Review of Lesotho highlands Water Resources Division
Spring water survey. State of Qatar
Impact of small darns. Botswana
Sardar Sarovar project hydrology review
Surface Water Archive
UK surface water data
Water resources research progress
The 1989/90 Yorkshire drought - 1991 update
Modelling multiple wet season floods
IHACRES I
Flood event modelling
Flood hydrograph estimation procedures
Representative basin database
Distributed model for UK application
Flow regimes
Flow regimes in Western Europe
Micro low flows
Land use and water resources in Southern Africa
low flow estimation in artificially influenced catchments
Low flow estimation in the Philippines
Modelling faunal and floral response
European small hydropower atlas
Southern Africa low flows
Europe's environment: hydrological summary
Naturalised flows in Essex
Assessment of ecologically acceptable flow regimes
Botswana small dams
Storm hazards and hydrological extremes
Small catchment response, radar/water levels
Review of flood studies. statistical procedures
Rainfall exit ernes
Rainfall forecasts, Cameroon hydroelectric schemes
Joint probability study (reservoir safety)
Allowance for Discrenzation in Hydrological and I:nvironmental
Risk Est:nation (AD!IERE)
Bank-full return periods for Thames weirs
Rainfall frequency study England and Wales
Rauffa ll-induced landslides
Flood response cf large catchments
Hydrological software
Software development
:-:YDATA
I EYRROM (hydrological rainfall runoff model)
GRIPS (groundwater information processing system)
QUASAR — VAX-version mode:
QUASAR - PC conversion
Micro-FSR
I YAP (flood frequency analysis package)
::YQUAL (water quality database)
Software :raining
Provision of QUASAR and DMM
HYDATA workshop
HYDATA for Uganda
Hydrologic Geographic Information Systems
Development of a hydrogeographic database
Water Information System
Redignising the rivers of the NRA North West Region
Feasibility study digitising European (CFC) rivers
Agrohydrology
Mauritius drip irrigation: special studies
Small-scale irrigation schemes collector wells
Soil physics dnp irrigationspecial stud:es
Management of limited water resources
Low-cost. high-efficiency irrigation
Agricultural chemical transport in soils and rocks
Irrigation using collector wells
Urban hydrology
Urban impacts on flood runoff
Urban runoff data collection
Programme
 6  — Hydrological Processes
Regional scale modelling
FIFE
Regional scale surface energy balance
Meteorolocical Office joint development (M.TRE)
International desenification experiment
A model of seasonal vegetation growth for GCMs
Dry land degradation processes
Plant physiological controls of evaporation
Hills lope flow process study Zimbabwe
Environmental impact of trees
Broadleaf plantation in lowland Bntain
Environmental implications of trees and land-use systems
Western Ghats forest project. India
Impact of eucalyptus plantations in Portugal
Water balance of African lakes
Land-use change. Upper' Mahaweli catchrnent. Sri Lanka
ilydrologioal effects of short-rotation energy coppice
Semi -arid zone water balance
Hydrological atmospheric pilot expenment
Modeling regional sca:e evaporation. Sahel
Water use by vegetation in the Sahel
Arid zone recharge (SACRE)
HAPEX II - Sahel sods
Remote sensing of semi arid recions
Water balance of agroforestry system on hillslopes
Surface and subsurface processes
Impact of flood proJection on wildlife habitats
Stream hydrograph and storm runoff mechanisms
Monitoring of soil moisture for flood hydrology
Continuous monitoring of soil moisture for the NRA
Hydr ology of shalow groundwater environments
Measurement of soil hydraulic properties
Worton Rectory Farm groundwater investigation
Analysis of Coalbum catchment data
Remote Sensing
Euf opean Space Agency ERS-1 mission
Application of remote sensing to hydrology
ERS I microwave remote sensing in hydrOogy
Evaporation Input for GCMs from satellite data
PC based system to use satellite data
Programme 11— Freshwater Biology and
Water Quality
Water quality
European network of catchments
Water quality modeling design & management
Pesticide pollution in catchments
Acid waters monitoring network
Organics in the aquatic environment
Modelftg tIie effects of -.•-nate change
Critical loads of sulphur and nitrogen
Nepal research project
Modelling C  coli  concentrations in streams
Acid mine modeling
Environmental change in ecosystems
Nitrogen module for MAGIC
Pesticide registration data. tna-sulphuron
PoEunon dispersion along the Stour river
Hydrochemistry
Hydrochemical process studies
Forestry impact on upland water quality
Environmental Isotopes
Identifying hydrological flow pathways, Spain
Btogeochernistry of a granitic catchment in soutern France
Assessing hydrochemical Dow pathways
Programme 13 — Scientific Services
Hydrological instrumentation
Capacitance probe
Automatic weather station
Field instruments
Maintenance and development of Hydra equipment
Soil laboratory
Investigation of moisture measurements in masonry
Appendix 5 Committee representation
Name of committee
International committees
EEC Climate Change Research Committee
EEC ENCORI: Modelling Group
European Geophysical Society Hydrological Sciences Committee
European Network of Experimental & Representative Basins
FRIIND Steering Cornrniuee
GEWEX Continental International Programme (GCB)) Science Panel
CEWEX Continental International Programme (CUP) Science Panel
IDNDR Working Group on Drought Mitigation
International Association of Hydrogeologists UK Committee
Intemational Association of Water Pollution Research & Controt (lAWPRC). UK Committee
International Committee on Atmosphere-Soil-Vegetation Relations
International Decade for Natural Disaster Reducnon (DNDR) Drought Working Party
International Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction (IDNDR) UK Coordinating Committee
Ir.temational Journal of Climatology. Editor.al Board
Joumal of Agriculture & Forest Meteorology Ednonal Board
NA10 Panel or. Science of Global Environmental Change
UNESCO International I lydrolog.cal Programme IV Project H 5 5
UNESCO International 11ydrological Prograrrune 1J.< Committee
WMO Commission for Hydrology
WMO Commission for Hydrology. Advsory working Group
WMO Corr:mission for I iydrology- Workmg Group on Oper atonal Hydrology.
Climate and the Environment
WMO-RA Working Group on Hydrology
National committees
1994 GEWEX Conference Committee
Br-ksh GENE Da:a Users Committee
BrItish Geomorphologcal Research Group
Bash HydrologIcal Society Main Committee
British Hydrological Society Main Committee
British I lydrological Society Research Sub Committee
British I lydrological Society Southern Section Committee
BSI Measurement of Fluid Flows Lstunation of Uncertainties PCL/2/8
BSI Precipitation Measurenients PCI./3/ /2
CMIA Steering Committee - Rising Groundwater LeveLs - London
CMIA Steering Committee - Rising Groundwater Levels - Birmingham
DOE Acid Waters Monitor rig Group
DOE Acid Waters Review Committee
DOE Critical Loads and Acid Deposnion Group
DOE Water Quality Advisory Committee
Environmental Physics Group of the :minute of Physics
joint Date Centres Da:a Users Commitee
Geologic:a Remote Sensing Croup of the Geological Society
I lazards Foram Natural Hazards Sub-Committee
ICE Conference on Groundwater Problems in Urban Areas - Organsing Committee
ICE Reservoir floods Working Party
Institution of Environmental Sciences Council
Staff member
P G Whitehead
P G Whitehead (Chaimian)
R J Harding
M Robinson (UK representative)
A Custard (Chairman)
W B Wilkinson
N W Arnell
J S Wallace
W B Wilkinson
W B Wilkinson
J S Wanace (UK representative)
W B Wilkinson (Chaimian)
W B Wilkinson
R J I larding
J S Wallace
M A Beran
A Custard
W 3 Wilkinson (Chairman)
W B Wilkinson (UK Principal Delegate)
M A Beran
M A Beran (Chairman)
M A Beran
B Stewart (Chairman)
F M Law
P Naden (-ion. Treasurer)
C Kirby (IH representative/Editor)
I'M law
E M Law (Chamian)
N W Amell
G Littlewood
I) C Morns
W B Wilionson
W B Willenson
P C Matehead
P C Whitehead (Chairman)
P C Matehead
P G Wh:tehead
J B Stewart (Chairman)
M A Beran
J W Finch (Secretary)
M Law (Technical Secretary)
W B Wikinson (Chairman)
F M law
H R Oliver
Interdepartmental Committee for I lydrology
IWEM River and Coastal Panel
IWEM Water Resources Panel
Meetings Committee Royal Meteorological Society
NRA Research Fellowships Committee
ODA Engineering Research Group
ODA Remote Sensing Working Group
Southampton University In.qiiute of Irrigation Studies. Advisory Board
Surface & Groundwater Archives Steering Group
UK GDATIa Forum
University of Reading Postgraduate Research Institute for Sedirnentology. Advisory Board
Research Council committees
NERC Airborne Remote Sensing Steering Committee
NORO Arctic Terrestrial Ecology Special Topic Steering Committee
NERO Atmospheric Sciences Committee
NERC Equipment Pool for Field Spectroscopy Steering Committee
NERC/E3RC Land Use Programme Advisory Committee
NERC HYREX Committee
NURC Information Services Advisory Committee
NERO Land Ocean Interaction Study (LOIS) - Steering Committee
NDRC Scientific Computing Advisory Committee
NERC Terrestrial & Freshwater Sciences Committee
Nac TIGER 3 Working Group
TIED Computing Strategy Committee
TIED Programme Area 13 Core Group
ITSD Programme Area 3 Core Group
TFSD Programme Area 3 Core Group
TEED Remote Sensing Strategy Group
TIGER Steering Committee
Appendix 6 The UK HOMS office
WMO's Hydrological Operational Multi-
purpose System (I1OMS) is a simple but
effective technique for technology transfer
which has been running successfully for
many years. Sponsored and funded
centrally from the World Meteorological
Organization's headquarters in Geneva.
IOMS operates through a network of 110
national hydrological organisations.
'the United Kingdom office for HOMS is
based at the Institute of Hydrology. Here
the latest update of the I IOMS manual is
used to assist with enquiries, and
information packages are distributed on
request.
The UK now has 23 components in the
international HOMS manual, representing
over 5 per cent of the total number available
from all countries. We also have five more
components currently under consideration
for inclusion Since April 1990 a total of 188
components have been supplied by the UK
office, of which 66 were supplied during
the calendar year 1992, following a
publicitydrive Thiscompares with 224 for
the whole of the scheme around the world.
e 30% of the annual total was supplied by
the UK. A further 29 requests have been
met so far m 1993. making the UK HOMS
office one of the most active in the world
W B Wilkinson (Chairman)
F M Law
T J Marsh
J B Stewart
P G Whitehead
A G P Debney
J W Finch (Chairman)
Il M Gunston
M L Lees
M A Beran
W B Wilkinson
J W Finch
R J Harding
W B Wilkinson
J W Finch
W B Wilkinson
E J Stewart (Secretary)
F M Law
W B Wilkinson
PG Whitehead
W A Wilkinson
J H C Gash
P G Whitehead
A C P Debney (Chairman)
M A Beran (Chairman)
N W Amell (Secretary)
J S Wallace
M A Beran (Secretary)
Requests come not only from developing
countries but also from developed
countries for use by consultants for
overseas work applications. In March 1993
letters and questionnaires were sent to
recent recipients of UK components asking
for feedback on the use that had been
made of them. Of the 64 responses
received. 54 components had been found
to be useful or very useful, showing that the
UK components are generally really
appreciated Similar surveys w:11 be held
in the future, after the most recent
components supplied have had nme to be
tested
Appendix 7 Links with other organisations
Collaboration with other
research organisations
UK Research Organisations
In addition to numerous collaborative
research projects with sister Institutes in
the Natural Environment Research
Council. the Institute of Hydrology is
involved in collaborative projects with
more than 50 research organisations. a
selection of which are listed here
University of Birmingham
UCNW. Bangor
Cambridge University
Cranfield Institute of Technology
University of Durham
University of East Anglia
Impenal College
University of Manchester
Nuffield College. Oxford
Reading University
Rothamsted Experimental Station
University of Sheffield
Silsoe College
Soil and Water Research Station (ADAS)
University of Wales. College of Cardiff
Hadley Centre for Chmate Prediction &
Research
Institute of Ecology & Resource
Management
Oxford Forestry Institute
International research
organisations
IH is currently involved in more than 40
international projects in collaboration
with more than 200 research organis-
ations worldwide.
Europe
Universite de Liege. Belgium
Czech Hydrometeorological Institute
National Board of Waters & the
Env:ronment. Finland
ORSTOM. Montpellier. France
CEMAGREF, Lyon, France
Institut National de la Recherche
Agronomigue. France
Universitat Bayreuth. Germany
Institut fur Wasserwirtschaft. University
of Hannover, Germany
National Technical University of Athens,
Greece
Un/versita de Padua, Italy
Umversita (legit Studi di Bologna. Italy
Agricultural University, Wageningen.
The Netherlands
Norwegian Institute for Water Research
(NEVA)
Institute of Meteorology and Water
Management. Poland
Universade Tecnica de Lisbeia. Portugal
Direccäo de Servicos de Hydro Iowa.
Portugal
State Hydrological Institute. Russia
Universidad Autonoma de Barcelona.
Spam
Universidad de Castilla-La Mancha Spam
Swedish Environmental Research
Institute
Africa
ICRISAT Sahel Ian Centre, Niger
Nigenen National Meteorological
Research Centre. Niger
University of Dar es Salaam. Tanzania
Department of Research & Specialist
Services - Zimbabwe
Americas
NI iRI. Saskatchewan, Canada
Atmospheric Services Unit, Environment
Canada
NASA GEDLGreenbelt. Maryland USA
University of Arizona
US Forestry Service
Technical Institute of Sonora. Mexico
Instituto Nacional de Pesguisas
Espaciais. Brazil
Centro de Pesguisa Agroforestal da
Amazonia Ocidental, Brazil
CENA. Brazil
Asia & Australasia
Australian National University
National Agricultural Research Centre.
Nepal
Karnataka State Forest Department India
Ministry of Agriculture & Water
Development. Sri Lanka
Client Organisations
UK Government
Department of the Environment
Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries & Food
Overseas Development Administration
Department of Trade & Industry
Welsh & Scottish Offices
National Rivers Authority
Strathclyde River Purification Board
Highland River Purification Board
States of jersey Public Services
Scottish Natural Heritage
UK Private Sector
National Power plc
National Grid
Powergen
Severn Trent plc
Welsh Water plc
Binrues & Partners
FIR Wallingford Ltd
Ove Arup & Partners
Posford Duvivier Ltd
Sir Alexander Gibb & Partners
Southern Science Ltd
I lydrotechnica Ltd
ICI,
Logica
Servelec
National Remote Sensing Centre Ltd
Amey Roadstone Ltd
British Aerospace
British Airports Authority
Crouch Hogg Waterman
ENS1S Ltd
Rolle Kennard & Lapworth Ltd
United Distilleries
International
The Institute of Hydrology has been
commissioned to undertake hydrological
studies in more than 65 countries, for
governments, international agencies and
private sector clients. Projects were
undertaken during 1992/93 for the
following organisations.
Commission of the European
Communities DC's I. Xl, XII
World Meteorological Organization
United Nations Development Programme
UN Food and Agricu:ture Organization
UNESCO
World Bank
Government of if's(); ho
Government of Botswana
Government of Qatar
Appendix 8 Training and education
In addition to applied research for pnvate
sector clients. the Institute of Hydrology
also has an active programme of Technol-
ogy.Transfer and Trair.ing. Research
results are disseminated through a wide
range of publications. software packages
and training courses.
Courses
In the year to March 31st 1993. the
following courses were given by Institute
of Hydrology staff in co]aboration with the
facilities provided by Water Training
International at Tadley and Kilwinning
ER2 (I week)
Advanced Flood Estimation:
The Hood Studies Report
i7R6 ( week)
Basic Flood Estimation:
Flood Estimation for Small Catchments
3P348 (I week)
Low River Flows
IH staff contributed to other short courses:
River Pollution, and Flood Mitigation
Dept of Civil Engineering. University
of Bnstol
Weather Radar & Flood Forecasting
University of Padua. Italy
Worlshop on Rainfall Estimation and
Forecasting using Weather Radar
National Technical University of
Athens. Greece
Government of Hong Kong
Arab Potash Company
Sonel/Lahrneyer
Mysore Paper Mills !Ad
Philippines Atmospheric. Geophysical &
Astronomical Services
Software training
7-11 April 1992
I PIDATA workshop. Ins:A:ate :or
Meteorological Training and Research.
Nairobi (funded by WMO & ODA)
July 1992
ilYDATA training within Ihe C:JCOM
course at Reading University
20-21 July 1992
QUASAR workshop. :or South West Water
29 January 1993
Seminars on Ili software packages given
at the software Open Day at :H
22-27 March 1993
FiYIDATA workshop. Institute for
Meteord.ogical Traming and Research.
Nairobi (funded by WMO anti ODA).
Training given to university
students
institute staff co-supervised postgraduate
students working for doctorates at the
universities of Salford and Reading:
J. Butterworth (workmg in Zimbabwe)
S Gaze (working on the SAGRE
programme in Niger)
A. Wild (hydrorneteorologica inputs
to the Irish Sea)
In addiiton several postoraduate CASI:
students are registered with  the  institute
M. Albeguergue. BSc - Soil Science Dept
Reading University
L Bull. BSc - Birmingham University
A. L. Collins BSc - Exeter University
S. Evans. BSc - University of Nottingham
J. Fisher. BSc - Lancaster University
N :laths. BSc - Irrungharri University
S Henworth. MSc - Southampton
University
K I Neylon BSc - Redding University
D A. Post I3Sc - Lancaster University
A. Wild BSc - Salford University
C Williamson BSc - St Andrews
University
M. J. Varley. BSc - Lancaster University
J.S J Worrall. BSc - Institute of
Sedimentology. Reading University
MSc students were hosted from the
universities of Birmingham Bournemouth
Delft and Un:vers:ty College. London
Two months industrial experience and
research training was given to a mathe-
matics student from Bristol University
(under the NERC competitive grant
scheme for maths or physics students)
Several staff act as PhD external examin-
ers at :he universities of London. Reading
and East Anglia
Liaison with schools
The Institute participates in the national
School Work Fxpenence Scheme and five
students from local schools worked at IH
for one or two periods during the year III
staff also attended school-employer link
meetings and other career-onented
occasions at local schools
Appendix 9 Visitors
Since water is central to so many human activities, there are many players benefiting from
hydrological R & D. These are spread throughout Government, public and private services,
agriculture, industry, environment and academia. Over and above regular meetings which take
place with other researchers and our customers, the work of the Institute continually attracts
many visitors with wide interests in water across business, academic and planning issues from
throughout the UK, the European Community and from many other overseas countries.
The Institute, together with the British
Geological Survey Hydrogeological
Group. presented  Water Sciences at
Wallingford  to the UK water industry on 1st
October 1992 Representatives attended
from the recently formed Water PLCs,
other Water Companies. The Scottish
Office. Water Services DoE(NI). Scottish
Regional Councils and British Water
Association& Demonstrations and semin-
ars presented work related to water
resources and water quality issues, asset
management, Information support systems
for operational water management and the
National Surface and Groundwater
Archives at Wallingford
A second Open Day in January 1993
allowed some 100 visitors to see
demonstrations of scientific software and.
through seminars and workshops, to
examine applications and the underlying
science across a range of products
designed to place IH know-how in the
hands of practitioners Visitors were from
many of the major UK environmental
consultants and consulting engineering
firms. National Rivers Authority regional
offices. Scottish River Purification Boards.
Local Authorities. Water PLC& several
HEls using iH software for teaching. and
from other UK research institutes with
interests in scientific software as a route
for technology transfer .
The Institute regularly hosts visits explain
mg the role of NERC and research in
hydrology to organised parties During the
year we were delighted to welcome 20
students from the Water Resources
Technology and Management MSc
Course. University of Birmingham and a
party of 30 students and lecturers from the
Wageningen Agricultural University post-
graduate Soil Water and Atmosphere
course During September 1992 we
entertained a party of 15 Czechoslovakian
experts from Water Boards. Meteoro-
logical and Water Research Institutes and
the Ministry of Environment as pan of a
familiarisation tour of the UK water
industry. Closer to home the Chairman and
Members of the South Oxfordshire District
Council. our neighbours at Wallingford.
visited to learn more about the
organisation of environmental research in
the UK and the work of Ill in support of the
UK water industry.
In June 1992 the Rt. Hon Michael Howard
(then Secretary of State for the Environ-
ment) visited 11-1 scientists at the field site
north of Manaus where the joint Anglo-
Brazilian ABRACOS project is investigat-
ing climatic effects of Amazonian
deforestation
B/-lateral collaboration and study tours
funded by the British Council provided
opportunities for many overseas visitors
to spend periods ranging from a day to
several weeks at the Institute Visitors from
Hungary. Chile France. Russia. Japan.
Italy. Holland. Poland. Germany. Kenya
and Brazil were received during 1992/93
XXI
Appendix 10 Proposed extension to the Wallingford site
The institute ot Hydrology is based at the
NERO Wallingford Laboratory together
with a field research centre in Wales at
Plynlhnon and an office in Scotland at the
Stirling Science Park The Wallingford
Laboratory was built in 1972 to house an
1H staff of 96. Extensions were added in
1978 and 198010 accommodate [he Hydro-
geology Croup of the NERC British
Geolocrica I Survey and m 1985, units of the
NERO Computer Services group transfer-
red i.o Wallingford.
in 1992-93 the Wallingford Laboratory
accommodated 164 DI staff. 50 1317TS and
29 DOS personnel and about 40 visiting
scientists. stu.dents, contractors and casual
staff. Accommodation is provided lu the
malia buildhag and two ternpo.rary Porte-
kabins whilst a third is planned to allerhate
continuing pressures on experimental
facilities and provide space for networked
computing arrangements.
Following the 1991 Science Management
Audit of PH. the Director was asked to
prepare proposals for a permanent
solution to the accommodation difficulties
at Wallingford. A. range of building exten-
sion options have been explored and
submitted to NERO. These centre around
consolidation of the extensive environ-
mental data functions of the Institute of
Hydrolody and the Hydrogeology Group
of BaS at Wallingford. A National Hydro-
sciences Library and National Water
information Centre are proposed to facili-
tate greater public and professional access
to the work and water data holdings at
Wallingford.
Arcinlect's
National Water
Information -
Centre ----
I Extended Lecture Room
tei glve large Conference Roo
o/t ilc/Jca 4
\ Water Data Centre
and
S(te Administration
Proposed
- — Portacabin 3
National Hydrosciences Library
Portacabin 1
1989
Water information Technology
and Modelling Centre
Portacabln 2
1990
Appendix 11 Abbreviations and acronyms
ABRACOS Anglo-Brazilian Amazonian Climate Observational Study
ADAS Agricultural Development and Advisory Service (MAFT)
BOD Biological Oxygen Demand
BOREAS Boreal Ecosystems — Atmosphere Study
CLIMEX Climate change Experiment
DOE Department of the Environment
EFEDA European Field Experiment for Desertification-threatened Areas
FRIEND Flow Regimes from International Experimental and Network Data
CCU, GEWEX Continental-Scale International Project
GCM General Circulation Model
GEV Generalised Extreme Value
GEWEX Global Energy and Water Experiment
GIS Geographical Information System
IIAPEX Hydrosphere Atmosphere Potential Evaporation Experiment
HRI Horticulture Research International
IYREX Hydrological Radar Experiment
IDNDR International Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction
!GRP International Geosphere Biosphere Programme
IHACRES Identification of unit I lydrographs And Components front Rainfall
Evapotranspiration and Streamflow data
IUCN International Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources
I,CPD Large Combustion Plant Directive
LOIS land Ocean Interaction Study
LiflAP Long Range Transboundary Air Pollution
MAGIC Model of Acidification of Groundwater in Catchments
MITRE Met OfSce IH Terrestrial model
MORECS Met. Office Rainfall and Evaporation Calculation System
NRA National Rivers Authority
SLIM Soil Leaching Intermediate Model
SSLRC Soil Survey and Land Use Research Centre
SVAT(S) Soil Vegetation Atmosphere Transfer (Scheme)
TIGER Terrestrial Initiative in Global Environmental Research
UNECE United Nations Economic Commission for Europe
UNESCO United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization
WCP World Climate Programme
Appendix 12 Wallingford meteorological station: 1992 summary
The meteorological station marntarned
the Institute of Hydrology has been ha
operation since ihg2. Located at National
Odd Reference Sr gig 898 at an ailinpie
of 48 Tri above Ordnance Datum it is recog-
nised as a voluntary clinkftological station
reportin.g to theta Meteorological Office:
observations are taken at 9 a.m. GME both
weekdays and weettendst CS-aided-Tot aye
and longterm data from the sire ate 'used
in hydrological monkoring programines
and to support a tainge ot research
acincries. As a Thames Valley Elect site
over ghavels, the temperature rehotrigs
include regionally notable grass in ini ma
1992 meteorological review
Desphe below avetage sunshine hours.
lernperatures were appreciably above the
22-year mean conlkluktig a seq nte,r.i.ce of
warm years beginning with 198f Rainfall
conchtions showed a rematkaino contrast
throggh the yeas januabt arid bebruszy
were notably dry and oulnitnated in the
second driest August-February sequence
on record. More remarkably, the two-year
period From Ittititirb t 090 ts thrti airiest 21-
ragmh sequence, ta: r any start montn, oft
record; the accumulated ramtalt total for
the four years ending in February t 992 is
also ralprecede:nle 1 Subsequently the
drortoht eased fsgm early March rain
has mcfmteied os a. dung half the days
through mull December. Long-tei in i'daafali
deficiencies were substantiatly reduced
ovcr the taker hall of the year. the nve-
month sequence heginilling in July was the
secona wettest en remand milecting gin
parg a vigorous ihandersionll ott 22nd
September which produced a precipit
ninon total of 98 tarn Mats is the foul tit]
highest daily nainfail total in the 30-yriar
series and provided a notable marker hi
me transform:Mon from scvere Elrod:Sol
conditions to the moderato local flocadmil
which characterised the lute autumn and
early wintes
ht
the I 912 figrirc, I percentage ot ka
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